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A B S T R A C T
Multicellular life is formed by an orchestrated interplay of processes on
different scales in space and time. Observing and quantitatively mea-
suring these processes in an intact, living organism requires gentle and
adaptive imaging.
One example of such a process is the scaling of the mitotic spindle during
early development. The spindle segregates the chromosomes during cell
division and the spindle length determines the positioning of the chro-
mosomes in the successive daughter cells. Thus, adaptation of spindle
size to cell size is crucial for proper functioning. Early development is an
excellent phase to study spindle scaling since cells rapidly divide in the
absence of growth. In this phase, the spindle can be studied in cells of the
same organism changing its volume orders of magnitude. During early
zebrafish embryogenesis, the mitotic spindle only appears for three min-
utes out of the fifteen minutes cell cycle. Quantifying these short-lived
events in a living embryo requires flexible and adaptive multi-resolution
recordings, which are impossible with any state-of-the-art microscope. In
this thesis, I present two new techniques to adaptively image biological
samples based on light sheet fluorescence microscopy (LSFM).
First, I present a remote, contact-free positioning technique based on mag-
netic forces to orient the sample in the microscope. When imaging bio-
logical samples, there is often only one sample orientation that offers the
best view on the region of interest. This preferred orientation typically
changes over time as the specimen grows and develops. The contact-free
positioning technique allows to always image specimens from the opti-
mal viewing angle. I demonstrate the functionality of this method by 3D
orientation of zebrafish embryos and zebrafish larvae.
Second, I present a new type of LSFM that autonomously adapts its detec-
tion scheme to the sample state. This microscope contains an adaptable
magnification module to map the development of the millimeter-sized
zebrafish embryo and measure single-molecule dynamics of individual
spindles in a single experiment. To automatically adapt the detection
scheme, I trained a Convolution Neural Network to detect the cell cycle
state of individual cells from acquired fluorescence images. Using this
new type of LSFM, I demonstrate autonomous measurements of the mi-
totic spindle scaling in freely developing zebrafish embryos.

Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G
Multizelluläres Leben wird durch ein orchestriertes Zusammenspiel von
Prozessen auf verschiedenen Skalen in Raum und Zeit gebildet. Beob-
achtung und quantitative Messungen dieser Vorgänge in einem intakten,
lebenden Organismus erfordern schonende und adaptive Bildgebung.
Ein Beispiel für einen solchen Prozess ist die Größenanpassung der mito-
tischen Spindel während der frühen Entwicklung. Die Spindel trennt die
Chromosomen während der Zellteilung und die Spindellänge bestimmt
die Positionierung der Chromosomen in den Tochterzellen. Daher ist die
Anpassung der Spindelgröße an die Zellgröße entscheidend für die ord-
nungsgemäße Funktion. Die Phase der frühen Entwicklung eignet sich
hervorragend zur Untersuchung der Spindel-Skalierung, da die Zellen
sich schnell teilen ohne zu wachsen. Während der frühen Zebrafischem-
bryogenese erscheint die Spindel nur drei Minuten innerhalb des fünf-
zehnminütigen Zellzyklus. Die Quantifizierung dieser kurzlebigen Er-
eignisse in einem lebenden Embryo erfordert flexible und anpassungs-
fähige Aufnahmen mit variabler Auflösung, die mit keinem Mikroskop
nach dem aktuellen Stand der Technik möglich sind. In dieser Arbeit prä-
sentiere ich zwei neue Techniken zur adaptiven Abbildung biologischer
Proben basierend auf der Lichtblatt-Fluoreszenzmikroskopie (LSFM).
Zuerst stelle ich eine berührungslose Positionierungstechnik vor, die auf
Magnetkräften basiert, um die Probe im Mikroskop zu orientieren. Bei
der Abbildung biologischer Proben gibt es oft nur eine Probenorientie-
rung, welche die beste Sicht auf die Region von Interesse bietet. Diese
Vorzugsorientierung ändert sich typischerweise mit der Zeit, wenn die
Probe wächst und sich entwickelt. Die Positionierungstechnik ermöglicht
es, Proben immer aus dem optimalen Betrachtungswinkel abzubilden.
Zweitens stelle ich einen neuen Typ von LSFM vor, der sein Detektions-
schema autonom an den Probenzustand anpasst. Dieses Mikroskop ent-
hält ein anpassbares Vergrößerungsmodul, um die Entwicklung des mil-
limetergroßen Zebrafischembryos abzubilden und die Einzelmoleküldy-
namik einzelner Spindeln in einem einzigen Experiment zu messen. Um
die Detektion automatisch anzupassen, trainierte ich ein Convolutional
Neural Network, um den Zellzyklusstatus einzelner Zellen anhand der
aufgenommenen Fluoreszenzbilder zu erkennen. Mit diesem neuen LSFM-
Typ demonstriere ich autonome Messungen der Spindel-Skalierung in
sich frei entwickelnden Zebrafischembryonen.
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Only symbols used frequently throughout this thesis are listed, all other
symbols are introduced as needed.
B magnetic field
θ divergence angle of the Gaussian beam
λ wavelength
λ0 wavelength in vacuum
m magnetic moment
µ0 permeability of free space
µr relative magnetic
n refractive index
NA numerical aperture
ϑ angle of rotation of the sample
ω(x) thickness (radius) of the Gaussian beam
ω0 waist thickness of the Gaussian beam
x direction along the illumination axis in LSFM,
otherwise horizontal axis
y vertical axis
z direction along the detection axis in LSFM,
otherwise along the optical axis of the microscope
L I S T O F A C R O N Y M S
BFP back focal plane
CCD charge-coupled device
CMOS complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor
sCMOS scientific complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor
CNN convolutional neural network
DAQ data acquisition
DOF depth of field
dpf days post fertilization
DSLM digital scanned laser light sheet fluorescence microscopy
FEP fluorinated ethylene propylene
FOV field of view
FWHM full width at half maximum
GFP green fluorescent protein
GPU graphics processing unit
GUI graphical user interface
hpf hours post fertilization
LMA low melting agarose
LSFM light sheet fluorescence microscopy
MAP microtubule-associated protein
MT microtubule
PSF point spread function
RFP red fluorescent protein
RGB red, green, blue
ROI region of interest
SNR signal to noise ratio
SPIM selective plane illumination microscopy
SVM support vector machine
Tg transgenic
VIS visible light, 400–700 nm
WD working distance

Part I
Introduction

1I M A G I N G I N B I O L O G I C A L C O N T E X T
Observation of biological processes is fundamental for an understand-
ing of living systems. Beginning with Hooke’s Micrographia (Hooke et al.,
1665), microscopy has been a key technology to understand the inner dy-
namics and architecture of living matter. The development of genetically
encoded fluorescent markers derived from fluorescent proteins has al-
lowed the visualization and tracking of several intracellular components
in unperturbed cells and even whole organisms (Zhang et al., 2002). The
combination of more and more advanced microscopy techniques with
the continued development of fluorescent markers is giving us deeper
insights in the inner workings of multicellular life.
1 .1 trade-offs in microscopy
Fluorescence microscopy has given many insights into the dynamics and
architecture of living matter. A fundamental limitation of fluorescence
microscopy is the photon budget. The number of fluorophores per sam-
ple and the number of emitted photons per fluorophore before photo-
bleaching is limited (Z. Liu et al., 2015). This finite number of detectable
photons per sample leads to a direct trade-off between all the require-
ments for optimal imaging (Figure 1.1). Ideally, one would image as
fast as possible for a long period to capture all relevant events. How-
ever, imaging with high frame rates and short exposure times reduces
the signal-to-noise ratio. In the same way, higher spatial resolution leads
to smaller pixel size and thereby lower photon counts per pixel leading
to a lower signal-to-noise ratio. As an example, increasing the lateral
and axial resolution by a factor of two decreases the number of collected
photons by a factor of eight. This could in principle be compensated by
higher excitation intensities but these would in turn lead to increased
photo-bleaching.
Additionally, for live imaging the most important imaging parameter is
the sample health (Figure 1.1). Illumination of biological specimen leads
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to degradation of endogenous, organic molecules and excitation of flu-
orescent reporters by high intensity light sources typically leads to the
creation of reactive oxygen species (ROS). These reactive oxygen species
perturb the sample health and alter endogenous processes. This effect
is called photo-toxicity. To collect reproducible, unperturbed data, it is
crucial to reduce the energy deposit into the sample as much as possi-
ble. Therefore, when studying living specimen, the imaging is not only
limited by the physical limit of detectable photons before photobleach-
ing but by the number of photons, one can collect before perturbing the
sample. This photon budget for live imaging is sample specific and the
effects of photo-toxicity can be very subtle and occur in the absence of
photo-bleaching but could still alter the measured dynamics (Icha et al.,
2017). Therefore, it is crucial to reduce the photo-toxicity and spend the
photon budget as economically as possible in every experiment.
Temporal resolution
Spatial
resolution
Signal -
to - noise 
ratio 
Sample health
Figure 1 .1 The requirements for optimal live imaging of biological specimen are dia-
metrically opposed resulting in trade-offs for sample health, signal-to-noise ratio, spatial
and temporal resolution.
To this end, the imaging process should be as gentle as possible to not
perturb the observed processes. The microscope should have a flexible
detection scheme to dynamically adapt its detection to the sample. Data
should be collected only if necessary and with temporal and spatial res-
olution optimized for the sample dynamics. This way, only information
rich and relevant data is collected and at the same time the sample health
is preserved (Scherf and Huisken, 2015).
1 .2 light sheet fluorescence microscopy
A very economic strategy of spending the photon budget is to illumi-
nate only the region of interest. This illumination strategy has been real-
ized for fluorescence microscopy by light sheet fluorescence microscopy
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(LSFM). The concept of using a light sheet to achieve optical sectioning
was first introduced by Siedentopf and Zsigmondy (Siedentopf and Zsig-
mondy, 1902) more than a century ago. Voie et al. rediscovered this con-
cept as orthogonal-plane fluorescence optical sectioning (OPFOS) to im-
age the internal architecture of the cochlea (Voie et al., 1993). The concept
was later called thin light sheet microscope (TLSM) and used to study
freely moving fluorescently stained marine bacteria in sea water (Fuchs
et al., 2002). A few years later light sheet microscopy was developed as
selective plane illumination microscopy (SPIM) in its modern form to
image millimeter-sized living specimens such as transgenic embryos of
the teleost fish Medaka and the embryogenesis of Drosophila melanogaster
with diffraction-limited resolution (Huisken et al., 2004).
In LSFM, the sample is illuminated with a thin sheet of light. The signal
is detected orthogonally to the illumination and the light sheet is aligned
with the focal plane of the detection objective (Figure 1.2). The fluores-
cence excited by the light sheet is imaged with a standard wide-field
detection arm consisting of an objective lens, a fluorescent filter and an
infinity corrected tube lens onto a camera. For fast and sensitive detection
sCMOS or CCD cameras are used.
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F igure 1 .2 Concept of light sheet microscope. (a) Top view of a Gaussian light sheet
with the smallest waist ω0 and the length xLS, defined as twice the Rayleigh length xR.
(b) Schematic view of a light sheet microscope, in which the sample is illuminated with
a thin light sheet and the signal is detected orthogonally to the illumination.
Compared to confocal microscopy, the most widespread imaging modal-
ity for imaging biological samples in 3D, several advantages arise from
the unusual illumination geometry of LSFM. In confocal microscopy, first
patented by Marvin Minsky (1957), the sample is illuminated and imaged
through the same objective. In contrast to LSFM, only a single point in
the sample is illuminated by the focus of a high-NA light cone of high
intensity. The excited out-of-focus light is blocked by a pinhole in the
detection path. Thereby, a large portion of the excited light is blocked.
Due to the signal rejection, the illumination intensities need to be high.
To produce 3D data, scanning along x,y,z is necessary. In the plane (x,y)
the beam is typically scanned but beam scanning is slow due to needed
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minimal dwell time for sufficient signal. Also the parallelized data acqui-
sition of multiple points such as in spinning-disk confocal microscopy
still suffers from signal rejection in the detection path.
In contrast, in light sheet microscopy a whole plane is illuminated and
imaged onto the camera chip. Thus, for acquiring 3D data, the sample
or the light sheet needs to be scanned only along z. No parts of the sam-
ple are unnecessarily exposed in LSFM as only the plane of interest is
illuminated and imaged onto the camera chip. Compared to confocal mi-
croscopy, no excited fluorescence is lost, as no pinhole or spinning disk
are needed in the detection path for blocking out-of-focus light. Due to
the parallel detection by the use of the full camera chip, the detection
speed is only limited by the speed of the camera. Thus, light sheet mi-
croscopy enables the observation and quantification of fast dynamic pro-
cesses in 3D as the beating of a zebrafish heart (Fahrbach et al., 2013)
or the measurement of transient calcium waves in the zebrafish brain
with single cell resolution (Ahrens et al., 2013; Keller and Ahrens, 2015;
Vladimirov et al., 2014).
I decided to use LSFM as the basis of my presented microscopes, because
of the very efficient use of the photon budget, the low photo-toxicity and
the high acquisition speed. Another practical reason was the separate
illumination and detection path enabling engineering of one without af-
fecting the other and building the microscope around the sample.
1 .2 .1 multi-view imaging
The fast and efficient detection of LSFM is essential for multi-view imag-
ing. In some light sheet assemblies, the sample can be rotated about a sin-
gle rotational axis (Figure 1.2 b) and imaged from different sides. Even
if the geometry of other imaging modalities such as confocal microscopy
allow sample rotation, they are simply too slow for capturing processes
in 3D from multiple sides.
In multi-view imaging, different views of the sample are fused for a
higher coverage and a higher information content. Large samples espe-
cially benefit from the improved coverage enabling in toto imaging of
whole embryos (Verveer et al., 2007). Additionally, to the improved cov-
erage also the resolution can be improved. The axial resolution is typi-
cally lower than the lateral resolution. Acquiring two stacks, separated
by 90°, produces two views, that combined have the best (lateral) res-
olution along all axes. Fusion of these stacks gives a single data stack
with improved axial resolution but the improved axial resolution comes
at the cost of higher energy deposit in the sample as multiple views are
needed.
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1 .2 .2 light sheet creation
In light sheet microscopy, the entire plane of interest is illuminated by
a thin light sheet orthogonal to the detection. The unusual illumination
geometry in light sheet microscopy leads to inherent optical sectioning.
To create the light sheet two different methods have been developed. A
static light sheet is created by placing the focal plane of a cylindrical lens
into the back focal plane of the illumination objective (Huisken et al.,
2004). The whole plane is illuminated instantaneously and imaged onto
the camera chip allowing low illumination intensities and high acquisi-
tion speeds. Illuminating a whole plane comes at the cost of scattering,
refracting and absorption in the sample of the coherent light sheet caus-
ing stripe artifacts in the acquired data. These stripe artifacts could be
greatly reduced in a later variant of SPIM by pivoting the light sheet
about its focus by placing a resonant mirror in a plane conjugate to the
illumination focal plane (Huisken and Stainier, 2007).
Alternatively, light sheets are generated by rapidly scanning a laser beam
over the whole field of view (Keller et al., 2008). This technique was
termed digitally scanned light sheet microscopy (DSLM). A scan mirror
is placed in the back focal plane of the illumination objective. The objec-
tive transforms the angular scanning into a lateral scanning of the beam
and thereby creating a virtual light sheet. This approach offers more flex-
ibility as the height of the light sheet can be adapted by the scanning
amplitude and the thickness by the diameter of the incoming beam. Also
different beam types as Bessel or Airy beams require a scanned light
sheet. Since each line is illuminated for a shorter time compared to a
static light sheet the intensity needs to be higher to achieve the same
signal-to-noise ratio.
All light sheet microscopes are either based on SPIM or DSLM. I chose
the static light sheet (SPIM) for the two presented setups in this work
because of the lower intensity of the static light sheet for the same SNR
and the simpler integration.
1 .2 .3 gaussian beam optics
In the first implementations of light sheet microscopes, Gaussian beams
have been used to create a light sheet. In other implementations based on
DSLM, light sheets have been created from different beams such as Bessel
beams (Fahrbach et al., 2013; Fahrbach and Rohrbach, 2010; Fahrbach
et al., 2010; Olarte et al., 2012; Planchon et al., 2011) and Airy beams
(Vettenburg et al., 2014). While each of these beams have their advantages
and disadvantages, only Gaussian light sheets are discussed in this thesis
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since they require the lowest peak intensities for a given SNR and are the
most common beam used for light sheet microscopy.
The shape of a light sheet created by a focused Gaussian beam propagat-
ing along x is described by Equation (1.1) following the description by
Saleh and Teich (2007):
ω(x) = ω0
√
1 +
(
x
xR
)2
. (1.1)
with the waist ω0 and the Rayleigh length xR. As depicted in Figure 1.2 a,
the Gaussian beam has the smallest beam width ω0 at x = 0 and diverges
rapidly. The waist ω0 is given by:
ω0 =
√
λ0xR
π
. (1.2)
with λ0 denoting the wavelength in vacuum. Typically the distance, over
which the beam spreads by less than
√
2 is considered to be acceptable
for imaging. This distance is known as the Rayleigh length xR.
ω (±xR) = ω0
√
2 and xR =
πnω20
λ0
. (1.3)
The divergence θ of the Gaussian beam for x ≫ xR can be written as:
θ =
λ0
nπω0
. (1.4)
For small divergence θ the paraxial approximation holds and the link to
ray optics is given by:
NA = n sin(θ) ≈ nθ = λ0
πω0
. (1.5)
By using the paraxial approximation the light sheet width ωLS, and the
light sheet length xLS, which is also known as the confocal parameter,
can be formulated in dependence of the numerical aperture NA of the
illumination.
ωLS = 2 ·ω0 = 2λ0
πNA
(1.6)
xLS = 2 · xR = 2nλ0
πNA2
(1.7)
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In light sheet microscopy, the axial resolution is determined by the prod-
uct of detection and illumination point spread function (PSF). Thus, thin-
ner, high-NA light sheets lead to improved axial resolution. However,
Equation (1.6) and Equation (1.7) show one challenge when using Gaus-
sian beams for light sheet microscopy as the light sheet length xLS is
proportional to 1/NA2 but the thickness ωLS is proportional to 1/NA
(Figure 1.3 a). Increasing the illumination NA gives little benefit in reduc-
ing the light sheet width. The NA dependence also shows that for a two
times thinner light sheet, one needs to accept a four times smaller field of
view (Figure 1.3 b). Thus, some trade-off between field of view and axial
resolution needs to be made. To create a long light sheet the back focal
plane of the illumination objectives are routinely underfilled and the NA
in Equation (1.7) and Equation (1.6) denotes the NA of the beam and not
the NA of the illumination objective.
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F igure 1 .3 Gaussian light sheet width and height. (a) Light sheet width ωLS and light
sheet length xLS as a function of the effective NA. (b) Interplay between the light sheet
width ωLS and the light sheet length xLS.
1 .2 .4 resolution, contrast and pixelation
The system’s response of a microscope is the point spread function (PSF)
describing the optical performance when imaging a pointlike source. In
the plane of focus the intensity distribution of the PSF can be described by
an Airy pattern as a function of the distance to the optical axis (Figure 1.4
a).
The Airy pattern is normalized to one at the optical axis and the first
minima occur at ±3.8. Lord Rayleigh (1879) defined two objects as re-
solved if the image maximum of the first object coincides with the image
minimum of the second object (Figure 1.4 b). If the distance is higher the
points are well resolved, whereas if the points are closer the points are
not resolvable. This Rayleigh criterion of lateral resolution can be applied
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Figure 1 .4 Pixelation reduces the contrast and the resolution. (a) The intensity distri-
bution in the image of a pointlike source is described by an Airy pattern plotted over the
distance x to the optical axis normalized by the wavelength and the numerical aperture.
(b) If the distance between two Airy patterns is such that the maximum of the one co-
incides with the first minimum of the other one (center-to-center distance s = 3.8), they
are defined as resolvable (Rayleigh criterion) and the contrast is 26.4 %. (c,d) Pixelation
reduces the contrast. Airy disc and two Airy patterns in the Rayleigh criterion (s = 3.8)
pixelated with 4 px per Airy disc (light green) and 8 px per Airy disc (dark green).
for light sheet microscope as for any other diffraction-limited microscope
to determine the lateral resolution
rlateral = 0.61 · λNA . (1.8)
where λ is the wavelength of the detected signal and NA is the numerical
aperture of the objective collecting the signal, in the case of light sheet
microscope the detection objective. The Rayleigh criterion defines two
points as resolvable if the contrast is at least 26.4 % (Figure 1.4 b). The con-
trast is defined as the intensity difference of the minimum between the
image of the two objects and the maximum of the image (Stelzer, 1998)
(Figure 1.4 b). Thus, resolution is the distance between two points, at
which the microscope achieves a certain contrast. However, so far in this
description perfect sampling is assumed as the minimum and the max-
imum are points. But when the signal is detected it is always averaged
over an area (pixels). This averaging decreases the contrast (Figure 1.4
c and d) and thereby by definition the resolution. Thus, the theoretical
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resolution can never be achieved when using cameras for detection. The
number of pixels per Airy disc directly influences the contrast and the res-
olution. To guarantee a contrast of at least 17.6 % an Airy pattern needs
to be sampled with at least eight pixels (Stelzer, 1998) (Figure 1.4 d, dark
green).
1 .2 .5 image quality
In light sheet microscopy, the part directly facing the detection objective
can be captured well but the image quality suffers from obliquely in-
cident illumination. At the same time, the orthogonal parts facing the
illumination objectives are well illuminated but poorly resolved due to
the longer optical path through tissue for detection (Figure 1.5 a).
detection illumination image quality
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F igure 1 .5 Image quality in a light sheet microscope. (a) Schematic representation
of the obtained image quality in light sheet imaging, which is influenced by the sample
orientation relative to the detection and illumination objectives. (b,c) Schematic repre-
sentation of the image quality in single view and multi-view imaging (0°, 45°, 180° and
225°).
Therefore, the best image quality is achieved in the region between the
illumination and detection objectives, which can be well illuminated and
fluorescence detected with minimal aberrations (Schmid et al., 2013). When
rotating the sample in a conventional, single rotational-axis system, uni-
form coverage is achieved only along the equator. The image quality at
the poles is always poor owing to its inaccessibility for illumination and
detection (Figure 1.5 b,c).
1 .2 .6 detection path engineering
The independent illumination and detection path in light sheet micro-
scope enable the engineering of one without affecting the other. For adap-
tive detection of the sample dynamics, I decided to engineer the detection
path in pursuit of a flexible detection. Different approaches of detection
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path engineering in pursuit of higher contrast, spatial resolution or higher
spectral resolution have been presented.
Jahr et al. (2015) used a beam-scanning illumination combined with a
descanned detection to use only a single line on the detector for the spa-
tial information. For a higher spectral resolution they added a diffractive
unit into the detection path and used the second detector dimension to
record the spectral data with up to nanometer resolution and could sep-
arate spectrally overlapping fluorophores.
In the pursuit of high contrast the scattered (non-ballistic) photons need
to be rejected. In confocal microscopy the pinhole acts as a spatial filter
removing scattered and out-of-focus light, whereas the wide-field detec-
tion scheme of light sheet microscopy allows no such spatial filtering. In
DSLM, the image is constructed line-by-line allowing the signal to be
filtered along the scan direction (confocal line detection). Different ap-
proaches of confocal line detection for light sheet microscopy have been
presented. A very elegant approach has been presented first by Baum-
gart and Kubitscheck (2012) who used the rolling shutter of the sCMOS
camera as a 1D filter for confocal line detection. Moving the shutter
synchronously with the scanned beam rejects non-ballistic photon and
thereby increases the contrast of acquired images. However, when imag-
ing deep into tissue or through a whole embryo, the amount of ballistic
light is drastically reduced and tends to zero. Scattered (non-ballistic)
light, which may be of sufficient quality to carry the essential informa-
tion, is blocked by the virtual slit and the signal is lost. Additionally,
small refractive index fluctuations in the sample or mounting medium
can lead to slight light sheet deviations and the light sheet and the slit
do not overlap anymore leading to drastic loss of signal.
For optimal image quality in light sheet microscopy, the light sheet and
the focal plane of the detection objective need to overlap. The changing
optical properties of living and freely developing embryos induces mis-
matches between the light sheets and the detection plane. Royer et al.
(2016) presented a fully motorized adaptive light sheet microscope capa-
ble of translating and rotating the illumination and detection objectives
and thereby correcting for any mismatch. The objective positions were
updated in real time for continuously optimizing the spatial resolution.
Recently, the microscope platform has been used to map the mouse devel-
opment from gastrulation to early organogenesis at the single cell level
(McDole et al., 2018).
Adaptive microscopy or adaptive optics (AO) in its more traditional sense
has been adopted to fluorescence microscopy from astronomy. Light scat-
tering in the sample (microscopy) or in the Earth’s atmosphere (astron-
omy) induces optical aberrations decreasing the image quality. The prin-
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ciple of AO for astronomy as for microscopy is simple if the aberrations
are known as a wavefront modulator (e.g. deformable mirrors) can be
used to compensate it and reduce the aberration before an image is
formed (Ji, 2017).
In astronomy, the light from a natural star or an artificially created point-
like light source is used to measure the aberrations the light undergoes
when traveling through the atmosphere. In microscopy, no isolated bright
point-like objects exist in biological samples. Thus, such an object (guide
star) needs to be generated in the sample for example by fluorescence
emission via two-photon excitation (Ji, 2017).
A different approach of AO without direct wavefront measurement can
be achieved by iteratively changing the wavefront correction until a cer-
tain image metric is optimized. Bourgenot et al. (2012) used sensorless
AO in the detection arm to correct the aberrations induced by glass or
plastic pipettes holding the sample. For the optimization of the wave-
front compensation they used the image contrast as a metric. In the
most recent implementation of AO in light sheet microscopy T. L. Liu
et al. (2018) combined lattice light-sheet microscopy (LLSM) (Chen et al.,
2014) and AO and corrected aberrations in the illumination as well as
in the detection path. For the correction of the detection path, they mea-
sured the sample-induced aberration by using a guide star generated by
two-photon excited fluorescence. The measured aberrations were com-
pensated by applying the inverse to a deformable mirror placed conju-
gate to the rear-focal plane of the detection objective (T. L. Liu et al.,
2018). Correcting the sample-induced aberration in the illumination as
well as in the detection path allowed aberration-free imaging of subcel-
lular processes in vivo. However, for direct wavefront measurements, the
guide star needs to be scanned over the region of interest and for sen-
sorless wavefront correction, several images of the same slice need to be
acquired. Both approaches lead to an enormous additional energy de-
posit in the sample and greatly limit the temporal resolution.
All these approaches of detection path engineering, aim to improve the
imaging for higher spectral, spatial or higher image quality. In this the-
sis, I aimed to develop a light sheet microscope with a flexible detection
scheme, which can its adapt temporal and spatial resolution to the sam-
ple state. Thus, I decided to equip the detection path with a zoom for an
adaptable magnification and a scan mirror for centering the sample on
the camera chip without moving the sample.
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1 .3 3d sample orientation for microscopy
The sample orientation affects the image quality as certain tissues of the
sample scatter the light more than others and can obscure the region of
interest. To image the sample with optimal image quality an optimized
sample orientation is needed. As the sample grows and develops during
an in vivo imaging experiment even a dynamic adaptation of the sample
orientation to continuously achieve optimal imaging is needed. Sample
orientation techniques have been developed for high throughput appli-
cations using microfluidic systems (X. Lin et al., 2015) and for analysis
of expression patterns in zebrafish larval brains by manually turning the
sample (Ronneberger et al., 2012). These methods still lack adaptive reori-
entation of the sample during the experiment. In some implementations
of light sheet microscopy a certain degree of adaptive sample reorienta-
tion is offered by rotating the sample about a single axis. This uniaxial
rotation is insufficient for total control over the three-dimensional ori-
entation and certain parts of the sample remain inaccessible (compare
Section 1.2.5). Optical methods have been successfully used to position
and orient single cells and small worm embryos (Pomatoceros lamarckii,
60 µm) for light microscopy (Kreysing et al., 2008; Kreysing et al., 2014;
Torres-Mapa et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2015), but the forces are insufficient
to position a millimeter-sized zebrafish embryo or other model organisms
common in developmental biology. Additionally, since high laser intensi-
ties are needed in optical tweezer application the sample can suffer from
sample heating and photodamage (Neuman et al., 2007).
Here in this work, we decided to overcome this limitation by using mag-
netic forces to orient millimeter-sized samples such as early zebrafish
embryos.
1 .3 .1 magnetic tweezers
Magnetic tweezers use magnetic forces for sample manipulation mainly
on the single molecule level. Smith et al. (1992) demonstrated single ma-
nipulation by magnetic tweezers for the first time in 1992 to study single
DNA molecules. Since then, magnetic tweezer have been very success-
fully used to study mechanical properties of single molecules especially
DNA molecules by stretching and twisting the macromolecules. Apart
from studying mechanical properties of macromolecules magnetic tweez-
ers have also successfully been used to study transport in living cells (Ma-
howald et al., 2009), to measure cortical stiffness of cells (Saphirstein et al.,
2013) and to study centering forces of the mitotic spindle in Caenorhabditis
elegans embryos (Garzon-Coral et al., 2016).
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These methods act on the molecular or subcellular scale but the applied
forces could be increased by stronger magnets. In contrast to optical
tweezers, magnetic tweezers do not need intense light exposure since
only magnetic forces are used for sample manipulation (Neuman et al.,
2007). Thus, we decided to use magnetic forces to orient millimeter-sized
samples in the microscope.

2S C A L I N G O F B I O L O G I C A L S T R U C T U R E S
The size of biological structures is often directly related to its func-tion. Historically, scientists have described how the characteristicsof an organism change with organism size. A famous example is
the study of the extraordinarily large claw of the male fiddler crab, Uca
pugnax by Huxley (1924). In that study, Huxley measured the claw size
as a function of body size at different developmental stages. The scal-
ing of the claw followed a power law with an exponent bigger than one.
Thus, Huxley deduced the claw was growing at a faster rate than the rest
of the body. These scaling laws can be found at all scales of biological
structures.
Eukaryotic cells span six orders of magnitude in size from the Ostreo-
coccus tauri, the smallest known eukaryotic cell, with a diameter of less
than 1 µm (Courties et al., 1994) to neurons in humans longer than 1 m
reaching all the way from the toes to the brainstem. All these cells share
the same subcellular structures. Since organelle function is often directly
related to its size, this extreme range of cell sizes also mandates a scaling
of the subcellular structures (S. Reber and Goehring, 2015).
Different organelles that adapt its size to the cell size have been identified
(Carvalho et al., 2009; M. Decker et al., 2011; Ladouceur et al., 2015; Rafel-
ski et al., 2012). One extensively studied organelle that scales with cell
size is the nucleus (Hara and Merten, 2015; Jorgensen et al., 2007; Levy
and Heald, 2010; Wilson, 1925). In vitro experiments in Xenopus laevis egg
extract showed that the cytoplasmic volume was sufficient to scale the
nuclear size (Hara and Merten, 2015).
A very fascinating subcellular component, which has also been shown to
scale with cell size, is the mitotic spindle. Studying spindles, we have a
chance to get a mechanistic understanding of scaling since nearly all es-
sential components of spindles have been identified and we can measure
all dynamic properties of its main components as well as the underlying
architecture (Petry, 2016). The mitotic spindle is a self organizing, mem-
braneless structure, segregating the chromosomes during cell division.
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The size of the spindle is directly coupled to its function as the spindle
size determines the positioning of the chromosomes in the two daughter
cells (Goshima and Scholey, 2010).
In this chapter, I will introduce the structure of the mitotic spindle and
its components and I will introduce the zebrafish as a model organism
to study mitotic spindle scaling in vivo.
2 .1 the mitotic spindle
2 .1 .1 the mitotic spindle architecture
In Eukaryotes, the mitotic spindle is the subcellular structure that segre-
gates chromosomes during cell division. The mitotic spindle is a self or-
ganizing bipolar structure mainly composed of microtubules (MTs). For
segregation of the two sister chromatids, kinetochore MTs form bundles
(k-fibers) and connect to attachment sites of the chromosomes called kine-
tochores (Figure 2.1). Non-kinetochore microtubules do not attach to the
kinetochores and make up more than 90 % of the MTs in large spindles
(Dumont and T. J. Mitchison, 2009). Astral MTs grow from the micro-
tubule poles and have been linked to centering of the spindle in the cell
(Garzon-Coral et al., 2016; Grill and A. a. Hyman, 2005).
centrosome - centrosome distance
sister chromatid non-kinetochore MT
centrosome
astral MT
kinetochore k-fibers
pole - pole distance
Figure 2 .1 Scheme of a bipolar mitotic spindle. Kinetochore MTs attach to the sister
chromatids to segregate the chromosomes. Astral MTs grow from the poles and have
been linked to position the spindle in the cell center. The spindle length can be defined
as the pole-pole-distance or the centrosome-centrosome-distance.
Large mitotic spindles consist of tens to hundreds of thousand of MTs.
This enormous number and the high density of microtubules in the spin-
dle make it impossible to study the properties of individual MTs in the
spindle by light microscopy. Nevertheless, the inner architecture of the
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mitotic spindle was revealed by an elegant technique based on laser ab-
lation (Brugués et al., 2012; F. Decker and Brugués, 2015). Inducing MT
depolymerization by precise laser cuts and measuring the depolymeriza-
tion waves revealed MT length, density distribution of plus and minus
ends and polarity distribution in spindles of Xenopus laevis egg extract.
MTs in these spindles were shown to be shortest at the poles with mono-
tonically increasing length to the center showing that spindles are made
out of short MTs that do not span the whole structure (Brugués et al.,
2012).
The static picture of the mitotic spindle presented in Figure 2.1 is mislead-
ing as spindles are very dynamic structures. All MTs in the spindle turn
over every 30 s, whereas the whole structure remains between minutes to
hours (Needleman et al., 2010). This dynamic nature of MTs, which are
polar polymers built of αβ tubulin dimers, has been described by a two
state process called dynamic instability. The slowly growing minus end
and fast growing plus end are constantly switching between a growing
state and a rapidly shrinking state (T. Mitchison and Kirschner, 1984).
2 .2 mitotic spindle scaling
The size of the spindle influences the positioning of the chromosomes at
the center of the two daughter cells (Goshima and Scholey, 2010). Thus,
for proper segregation of the chromosomes, the spindle needs to adapt
its size to the cell size. A very rapid adaptation of spindle size can be ob-
served during early development. During this time, cells divide rapidly
in the absence of growth whereby the cell volume can rapidly decrease
orders of magnitudes within hours. How the mitotic spindle adapts its
size to the changing cell size is still not understood.
2 .2 .1 scaling of the mitotic spindle by different
biochemical composition of cytoplasm
Different biochemical factors have been identified to regulate the size of
spindles. The cell extract system provides an excellent system to study
mitotic spindle scaling in vitro because it allows to study spindles in cy-
toplasm of the same biochemical composition and it is biochemically ac-
cessible.
Spindles created from Xenopus laevis egg extract are bigger as the spindles
from the closely related Xenopus tropicalis. Loughlin et al. (2011) could
show that this interspecies spindle scaling is due to the activity of the
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microtubule-severing enzyme Katanin. The smaller spindle size of Xeno-
pus tropicalis spindles could be explained by a higher Katanin activity.
Another important factor identified in the Xenopus laevis extract system
is the MT polymerase XMAP215. S. B. Reber et al. (2013) replaced the
endogenous XMAP215 by an engineered XMAP215 with a tailored activ-
ity. Thereby, the MT polymerization velocity could be systematically con-
trolled. Using these constructs, they could show that the spindle length
linearly scaled with the polymerization velocity, whereas other MT dy-
namics remained unaffected. Recently, Milunovic´-Jevtic´ et al. (2018) in-
jected XMAP215 into Xenopus laevis embryos and could observe bigger
spindles at an increased concentration of XMAP215 in line with the in
vitro findings of S. B. Reber et al. (2013).
In Caenorhabditis elegans the centrosome size scales with the cell size
(Greenan et al., 2010). The size of the centrosome in turn scales the gradi-
ent of the TPXL-1 (ortholog of TPX-2) gradient, which scales the mitotic
spindle length (Greenan et al., 2010). Thus, in Caenorhabditis elegans cell
size, centrosome and spindle size are coupled.
These different components affecting the spindle size illustrate that changes
in biochemical composition can affect spindle size. However, how dif-
ferent biochemical compositions are achieved, or whether they change
within an organism is unknown.
2 .2 .2 two regimes of spindle scaling
Crowder et al. (2015) compared the spindle scaling of nine different or-
ganisms and could identify two regimes of spindle scaling: for big cells
(cell diameter > 140 µm) the spindle size was independent of the cell
size and for smaller cells the spindle length scaled with the cell diameter.
Interestingly, all nine organisms showed the same scaling relationship
suggesting a general scaling mechanism (Figure 2.2).
F. Decker et al. (2018) used the Xenopus laevis extract system to study
the cell size independent, upper spindle regime. Using the laser ablation
technique they could measure the minus-end density of MTs, which is
a proxy for the nucleation profile. The measured nucleation profile was
shown to decay monotonously from the chromosomes. Using biophysical
modeling, the nucleation profile could be explained by an autocatalytic
nucleation process spatially regulated by a gradient of active nucleators
originating from the chromosomes. Hence, the spindle size is set by the
distance from the chromosomes, at which one MT generates one or less
new MTs. The gradient of active nucleators sets an upper limit to the
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F igure 2 .2 Mitotic spindle pole-pole length over the cell diameter in early embryos
of nine different species (indicated by color) showing two regimes of spindle scaling.
For small cell sizes the spindle length follows a power law (A), whereas for big cells
the spindle size plateaus. Each data point represents a different measurement. Note the
log2-log2 scale. Figure has been modified from Crowder et al. (2015).
spindle size for unlimited components in big cells and in the cell free
extract system.
For the small cell size regime (power law regime) of spindle scaling the
most promising model is a limiting component model (Goehring and
A. A. Hyman, 2012), whereby the absolute number of a component regu-
lating microtubule dynamics limits the spindle size.
Strong evidence for this limited component model comes from in vitro
experiments by Good et al. (2013) and Hazel et al. (2013). Encapsulating
Xenopus laevis egg extract these two independent studies could create dif-
ferently sized spindles in differently sized droplets of the same biochem-
ical composition. This way they could show that cytoplasmic volume is
sufficient to scale the mitotic spindle. They propose that by reducing the
cell volume, a component regulating spindle size becomes limiting.
Three scenarios how a limited component could regulate the spindle size
are possible. First, the number of MTs could be changed for instance by a
changed number of microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs) regulating
MT nucleation. Second, MT organization in the spindle could be altered
creating differently sized spindles by changing the MT density in the
spindle. Third, length of MTs could be changed by different amounts of
a MAP regulating MT growth.
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Recently, Lacroix et al. (2018) measured MT growth in differently sized
spindles in Caenorhabditis elegans and sea urchin (Paracentrotus lividus).
They showed that MT growth decreased with decreasing cell size and de-
creasing spindle size, suggesting that a component regulating MT growth
may be limiting.
Wilbur and Heald (2013) could show that regulating MT stability is suffi-
cient for spindle scaling by creating cytoplasmic extract from Xenopus lae-
vis embryos of the 4-cell embryo (stage 3) and 4000-cell embryo (stage 8).
They identified kif2a and importin α as essential for spindle scaling. The
kinesin-13 kif2a destabilized MTs and importin α inhibited this process.
Over the course of development, importin α gets sequestered at the cell
membrane releasing kif2a to destabilize MTs and reduce spindle size. As
the total area of the cell membrane remains constant and the cell volume
rapidly decreases during early development, the ratio of cell surface to
volume increases as cells undergo divisions. Thus, sequestering of a MAP
regulating spindle size at the cell membrane might provide a mechanism
how spindle and cell size are coupled during early development.
Different components changing spindle size have been identified in dif-
ferent organisms but there is still no clear mechanistic understanding of
how microtubule dynamics regulating spindle size are linked to cell vol-
ume. Although different models have been proposed, it is still unclear
whether there is a conserved mechanism scaling the spindle or if the
spindle scaling is regulated differently in different organisms. However,
strong evidence argues for a limiting component model. A very attractive
model is that the limiting component model is conserved across species
but the limited component regulating microtubule dynamics and thereby
the spindle size may be species specific. How and whether this power law
scaling regime is affected by the gradient of active nucleators setting up-
per spindle size (F. Decker et al., 2018) or if the two different regimes are
explained by two mutually exclusive models is still unclear.
2 .3 zebrafish is an ideal model organism to study
the mitotic spindle scaling in vivo
Zebrafish (Danio rerio) is a wide spread model organism for research in-
cluding regenerative medicine (Goessling and North, 2014), biomedical
research (Brittijn et al., 2009), oncology (Amatruda et al., 2002; Zhao et
al., 2015), neurobiology (Kalueff et al., 2014; Wolman and Granato, 2012),
human diseases (Lieschke and Currie, 2007) and developmental biology
(Roper and Tanguay, 2018). Zebrafish embryos develop outside of the
mother and are relatively large with a size of about 1 mm. Their optical
transparency during the early development make them an ideal model
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organism for light microscopy. The early development until 3 hpf is char-
acterized by very rapid synchronous cell divisions of 15 min length (Kim-
mel et al., 1995). The synchrony is lost with the beginning of the midblas-
tula transition at 3 hpf at cell cycle 10 (Kane and Kimmel, 1993).
Early development is an excellent phase to study mitotic spindle scaling.
As the cell size scales orders of magnitude within hours, the spindle can
be studied in very differently sized cells in the same organism with a
nearly constant transcriptome (Vesterlund et al., 2011).
In zebrafish embryos, the spindle size has not been systematically mea-
sured but the change of the cell volume has been characterized. The cell
volume has been measured to decrease from about 2 · 106 µm3 (16 cell
stage) to 4 · 104 µm3 (512 cell stage) (Olivier et al., 2010) giving a range
of more than an order of magnitudes of cell volumes. Additionally, early
cells are bigger than 140 µm in diameter giving access to both scaling
regimes in the same organism.
Because of access to both scaling regimes and the optical transparency,
I decided to study scaling of the mitotic spindle during early zebrafish
embryogenesis.

3T H I S W O R K – A I M A N D S C O P E
To image the dynamics of biological structures, the sample is typi-cally embedded and the dynamics are captured at regular intervalsthat are set prior to the experiment. Thereby, the sample orienta-
tion and the spatial and temporal sampling of the dynamics are fixed.
However, during in vivo imaging the optical properties of the sample
change and the relevant dynamics can happen on different time and
length scales. To image such processes in an intact organism the micro-
scope should ideally adapt its detection scheme to the sample.
In this thesis, I have set out to develop a microscope that can autonomously
image the mitotic spindle dynamics in a developing zebrafish embryo to
tackle the question of spindle scaling in vivo.
The results, Part II, are divided into two chapters, each dealing with one
method: In Chapter 4, I present a new method to dynamically orient the
sample in the microscope in 3D for imaging the sample throughout the
experiment from the optimal orientation. Chapter 5 describes a new type
of adaptive light sheet microscope with software to detect the cell state of
each cell in a freely developing zebrafish embryo. Using this new type of
microscope, I demonstrate the first autonomous time-lapse of the mitotic
spindle in a developing zebrafish embryo.
In the discussion, Part III, I will discuss different applications for the
presented methods and give an outlook of how the two approaches of
adaptive microscopy could be combined and improved towards gentle
and adaptive imaging.
The methods, Part IV, are divided into biological methods Chapter 7,
technical methods Chapter 8 and custom written software Chapter 9.
Technical information to replicate the presented microscopes, such as
parts lists and technical drawings are in Part V, the appendix for each
chapter Appendix A and Appendix B.

Part II
Results

4D Y N A M I C , N O N - C O N TA C T 3D S A M P L E
R O TAT I O N F O R M I C R O S C O P Y
Imaging biological samples with light microscopy often requires acertain sample orientation for obtaining ideal image quality. Forexample, in developing embryos absorbing and scattering tissues
as pigments, eyes or yolk can obscure the area of interest in all but one
orientation. Since the sample is typically embedded prior to the experi-
ment, its orientation is fixed. Thereby the imaging is limited to a certain
region for the whole duration of the experiment and the orientation can-
not be adapted according to the sample’s development during in vivo
experiments. Hence, to study living organisms with optimal resolution,
a technique to dynamically adjust sample orientation in the microscope
is needed.
In this chapter, I will introduce a new method to dynamically orient sam-
ples in the microscope. The method is based on the injection or attach-
ment of magnetic beads onto the sample and the sample rotation by ap-
plying a magnetic field. This project was worked on in collaboration with
Gopi Shah who initiated the project by developing a protocol for the in-
jection of magnetic beads into zebrafish embryos and showing that they
can be oriented with a permanent magnet (Section 4.1.5).
I optimized the injection protocol and developed embedding strategies
for samples with a less suited morphology (Section 4.1.6). For a dynamic
control of the sample orientation I designed and custom built electro-
magnets (Section 4.1.7). I have built an insert for common single-view
microscopes and showed multi-view imaging of a zebrafish larva on a
single-view microscope (Section 4.1.8). I characterized the rotation of ze-
brafish embryos (Section 4.1.10) and built a light sheet microscope for
multi-axis, multi-view light sheet imaging (Section 4.2).
Parts of this chapter have been published in Berndt et al. (2018).
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4 .1 using magnetic forces for non-contact 3d
sample orientation
4 .1 .1 injection of magnetic particles
We decided to use magnetic forces to dynamically orient biological sam-
ples. To apply a magnetic force on a biological (non-magnetic) sample
a magnetic handle was needed. We tried whether magnetic beads could
be injected into the yolk of the zebrafish embryo by using a microinjec-
tion needle, which are routinely used for injections into the zebrafish.
Performing the injections between 2.5 hpf and 4 hpf was easiest. The in-
jection needle was inserted from either the vegetal pole or the lateral
side to prevent damaging of the cells (Figure 4.1). The beads were de-
posited close to the yolk membrane for a higher torque. By performing
the injections at low pressure (10–15 psi) and long injection duration (100–
150 ms), the dispersion of beads was avoided. By subsequently applying a
strong constant magnetic field with a permanent magnet, the beads were
attracted and clumped, preventing single beads from moving through
the yolk.
injection 
needle
injected 
beads
chorion
yolk
Figure 4 .1 Bright-field image of a zebrafish (2.5 hpf) injected with magnetic beads by
using a glass needle, which is routinely used for zebrafish injections. Scale bar, 250 µm.
.
4 .1 .2 choice of magnetic beads
To ensure the sample integrity no residual force should affect the sample
after it has been oriented. Compared to ferromagnetic beads it turned
out that superparamagnetic beads showed no residual force once no mag-
netic field was applied since they exhibited magnetic properties only in
the presence of a magnetic field with no residual magnetism (Neuman
et al., 2007). The size of these beads needed to be large enough that the
beads were stationary and did not translate within the yolk when a mag-
netic field was applied. They should be small enough that they could
be injected without damaging the zebrafish. I tested beads with a size of
1.0 µm1, 2.8 µm2 and 5.8 µm3. The 1.0 µm and 2.8 µm sized beads could be
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injected into the zebrafish yolk by using standard injection glass needles,
whereas 5.8 µm sized beads were too big to be injected without damag-
ing the zebrafish embryo. The 1.0 µm sized beads translated in the yolk
of the embryo when a magnetic field was applied. Therefore, I decided
to use 2.8 µm sized beads for the further experiments.
4 .1 .3 applying a magnetic force on a bead
To orient biological samples by magnetic forces, we decided to inject su-
perparamagnetic beads into the sample. We used the fact that a super-
paramagnetic bead experiences a force when a magnetic field is applied.
The external magnetic field B, which is either created by electromagnets
or more commonly by permanent magnets induces a magnetic moment
m in the bead. Following the description by Neuman et al. (2007) the
magnetic moment m can be described by
m =
4πr3
µ0
(
µr − 1
µr + 2
)
B. (4.1)
where r is the radius of the bead, µ0 is the permeability of the free space
and µr is the relative permeability of the bead. The induced moment m
interacts with the magnetic field B resulting in the potential U,
U =
1
2
mB. (4.2)
The gradient of the resulting potential gives the applied force F on the
magnetic bead.
F =
2πr3
µ0
(
µr − 1
µr + 2
)
∇(B2). (4.3)
Hence, the force on a magnetic bead scales with the bead volume and the
square of the magnetic field gradient. In a typical experiment more than
a single bead was injected and the force on the sample scales with the
volume of injected beads since every bead experiences the same magnetic
field. Thus, we decided to find an injection volume big enough to create a
force to orient millimeter-sized samples and small enough to not perturb
the sample development. We found a volume as low as 1 nl bead solution
corresponding to about 15 ng of beads or about 1000 beads was sufficient
to rotate the embryo without damaging the fish.
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4 .1 .4 injection control
To test whether the injection of magnetic beads perturbs the develop-
ment of the embryo, injected and non-injected zebrafish were exposed to
a magnetic field and monitored for 4 days (Figure 4.2).
Non-injected
Non-injected, exposed to magnetic field
Injected
Injected, exposed to magnetic field
1 dpf 2 dpf 3 dpf 4 dpf
Figure 4 .2 Bright-field images of injected and non-injected zebrafish embryos and
larvae over four days. Embryos were injected with 2.8 µm sized magnetic beads (white
arrow heads). To investigate whether the injection or the magnetic field had any influence
on development, injected and non-injected zebrafish were exposed to a magnetic field by
placing a permanent magnet close to the dish. All controls were monitored over four
days and showed no delay in development.
To apply a magnetic force, a strong permanent magnet was placed close
to the dish. The applied force is strongly distance dependent and thereby
varied with the position of the fish in the dish. I decided to let the fish
freely move in a small dish such that the development was not perturbed
from holding the fish at a certain position. The fish only experienced
a magnetic force whenever it was close to the magnet. Thus, the force
was not constantly applied simulating an experiment, in which the sam-
ple was typically only rotated a few times over the course of the whole
experiment.
As the fish developed, the beads stayed in the remaining yolk, close to
the yolk extension (Figure 4.2, 4 dpf), still permitting magnetic orienta-
tion of the larva (Section 4.1.8). The zebrafish embryos and larvae were
monitored for 4 days and no visible delay or defect in development was
found compared to non-injected wildtype larvae (Figure 4.2).
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4 .1 .5 rotation of injected zebrafish embryos
Four injected embryos were aligned in an injection mold4 (Figure 4.3).
Bringing a permanent magnet5 close to the sample, the injected beads
were attracted by the magnetic field gradient of the permanent magnet.
The applied force led to a translation of the embryo within the chorion
towards the permanent magnet. Moving the permanent magnet past the
sample, the embryos rotated within their chorion (Figure 4.3).
M
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F igure 4 .3 Bright-field images of injected zebrafish embryos, rotated by moving a
permanent magnet (M). Experiment performed by Gopi Shah (Huisken lab). Scale bar,
1 mm.
This rotation arises from the attraction of the injected beads by the perma-
nent magnet. Since the embryos were encapsulated in the chorion they
could only slightly translate within the chorion towards the permanent
magnet. Thus, to minimize the distance between the injected beads and
the permanent magnet, the embryos rotated within their chorion towards
the highest magnetic field gradient. Thereby, the injected embryos could
be oriented within their chorion in a non-contact manner by moving a
permanent magnet past the sample.
4 .1 .6 embedding of sample with magnetic beads
The zebrafish embryo has a nearly spherical shape until bud stage and is
encapsulated in the chorion. Therefore, the early embryo’s morphology
is very well suited for rotation (Section 4.1.5). To orient samples with a
less suited morphology, I developed a new embedding method. To cre-
ate agarose spheres, I designed hemispherical molds and injection molds
made out of Teflon (Figure 4.4).
To embed the sample in an agarose sphere, I pipetted 1.5 % low melting
agarose (LMA) into the hemispherical Teflon mold of appropriate size
(Figure 4.4 a,c and d) such that the hemisphere was filled with one-third
volume of the final sphere. The well was chosen slightly larger than the
sample such the sample was fully covered in a thin layer of agarose. After
the agarose was partially set such that the sample did not sink to the bot-
tom, the sample was placed on the agarose. Once placed correctly, more
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Figure 4 .4 Teflon molds to embed samples of various sizes in agarose spheres (a)
Photograph of hemispherical molds to embed samples in small agarose spheres for which
the surface tension of the liquid agarose is sufficient to form the upper hemisphere. (b)
Photograph of spherical injection molds to embed samples in agarose spheres that are
bigger than 8 mm in diameter. Grid size, 5 mm. (c and d) Photograph of hemispherical
injection molds agarose. Spheres with a diameter of 2 mm, 4 mm, 6 mm and 8 mm were
created using the hemispherical molds. The surface tension of the agarose was not high
enough to form a sphere with diameter of 10 mm
agarose was pipetted on top such that it formed a dome, giving rise to a
sphere of desired size. For creating spheres larger than 2 mm, the tip of
the pipette was held in contact with the dome for a minute. This ensures
uniformity of the sphere. For agarose spheres bigger as 8 mm in diame-
ter the surface tension of the agarose was insufficient to form the upper
hemisphere. Thus, for samples requiring a bigger agarose sphere, spher-
ical injection molds were used (Figure 4.4 b). Once solidified, the sphere
was removed from the mold and examined under the microscope to en-
sure that the sample was properly encased by the surrounding agarose.
The agarose spheres with the embedded sample were kept in water or
PBS to prevent drying.
To orient the embedded sample by magnetic forces, a magnetic handle
was needed. To create a magnetic handle one could have used a similar
approach as for the zebrafish embryos and injected the beads into the
agarose sphere. However, in contrast to the zebrafish yolk the agarose
does not close after the injection. This permanent hole in the agarose
sphere would have impaired the imaging. Therefore, I decided to embed
the beads together with the sample in the agarose sphere.
For rotation as well as for the imaging it is very practical to have a single
magnetic handle instead of dispersed beads. By simply adding the beads
into the agarose, they would have diffused and not formed a single mag-
netic handle. Thus, I decided to create magnetic agarose spheres out of
2 % LMA and magnetic beads (Figure 4.5).
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F igure 4 .5 Creation of magnetic agarose hemispheres and spheres. (a) Magnetic
agarose hemispheres were created by pipetting the hot agarose and magnetic beads mix
onto parafilm. (b) To create magnetic agarose spheres, the hot agarose and magnetic
beads mix were pipetted into stirring mineral oil. (c) Magnetic agarose spheres were
filtered from the oil with a tea sieve and washed to remove remaining mineral oil. (d)
Photograph of agarose spheres in water. (e) Bright-field image of agarose spheres in wa-
ter showing range of different spheres diameters. Scale bar, 1 mm. (f) Solidified magnetic
agarose spheres can be stored in water inside tubes.
Using high percentage agarose, the beads could not translate out of the
sphere even when applying magnetic forces. The magnetic hemispheres
and spheres were created according to the protocol, which can be found
in the Appendix (Section A.2). In brief, the agarose was heated and mixed
with the magnetic beads by vortexing or quickly pipetting the solution.
For creating hemispheres, the liquid agarose and magnetic beads mix
was pipetted on parafilm and kept until they solidified (Figure 4.5 a). For
creating spheres, the mix was pipetted into stirring mineral oil (Figure 4.5
b).
The size of the agarose beads could be tuned by the stirring speed and by
the size of the pipette tip. Higher stirring speed or smaller pipette tips led
to smaller spheres, whereas bigger spheres could be created by using big-
ger pipette tips or a lower stirring speed. The created magnetic spheres
were filtered from the oil with a tea sieve and washed with water to re-
move the remaining oil (Figure 4.5 c). The washed spheres (Figure 4.5 d
and e) could be stored in water and used later for embedding (Figure 4.5
f).
The created magnetic spheres were embedded alongside the sample in
the mold. The magnetic agarose sphere was positioned such that it did
not interfere imaging of the region of interest. Embedding various speci-
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mens alongside the magnetic handle in agarose spheres was straightfor-
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Figure 4 .6 Agarose spheres for embedding and orienting fixed samples. (a) Photo-
graph of created agarose spheres. Grid size, 5 mm. (b,c) Bright-field images of a fixed
artemia and a fixed, skeletal stained mouse embryo (E15.5) embedded in an agarose
sphere and rotated by a permanent magnet. Scale bar, 1 mm and 5 mm, respectively.
A sample embedded in an agarose sphere could be imaged on an upright
microscope by placing it in a slightly larger hemispherical mold. The
agarose sphere needed to be submerged in water to reduce friction. I ori-
ented 6 mm sized artemia (Figure 4.6 b) and 12 mm sized mouse embryos
(Figure 4.6 c) in a non-contact manner by moving a permanent magnet
over the sample sitting in one of the molds. For such large samples, the
ability to freely rotate the sample is instrumental when multiple areas
need to be imaged that cannot be reached in one fixed orientation.
4 .1 .7 electromagnet design
To have dynamic control of the magnetic field, I designed and built cus-
tom electromagnets (Figure 4.7). The magnetic field B of a solenoid with
a core of relative permeability µr is described by
B = µ0µr
NI
l
(4.4)
where N is the number of windings, I is the applied current and l the
length of the solenoid. The electromagnets consisted of a magnetic core
and a solenoid. The bobbin was made from Teflon and a high resistance
wire6 was wound around it about 300 times to create a strong magnetic
field. The inner diameter of the bobbin was 6 mm into which the mag-
netic core could be inserted. The core had a diameter of 6 mm and was
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made from an alloy that has a very high magnetic permeability enabling
high magnetic fields7. As the force applied on a superparamagnetic bead
is proportional to the magnetic field gradient (Equation (4.3)), I sharp-
ened the core of the electromagnets to create a sufficiently strong mag-
netic field gradient even with a moderate current to keep the heating of
electromagnets to a minimum.
F igure 4 .7 Photograph of custom built electromagnet. Grid size, 5 mm.
4 .1 .8 electromagnet insert for orientation of zebrafish
larva
To give conventional (single-view) microscopes multi-view capabilities, I
developed an insert consisting of a plate and an arc holding two custom-
built electromagnets that can be easily adapted to any upright or inverted
light microscope (Figure 4.8 a).
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F igure 4 .8 Insert for multi-view imaging on a single-view microscope. (a) Schematic
showing the insert holding two electromagnets (M1 and M2) on a microscope stage. (b,c)
Bright-field and fluorescence images of a 5 dpf Tg(kdrl:GFP) zebrafish larva rotated about
its anterior-posterior axis by providing power to electromagnet M1 and M2, respectively.
Scale bar, 1 mm.
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To give a single-view microscope multi-view capabilities, the insert was
placed on a commercial upright epi-fluorescence microscope. A zebrafish
larva8 was embedded in a slightly bigger glass capillary. The capillary
was positioned between the two electromagnets such that the larva was at
the intersection of the magnet axes (Figure 4.8 b). For orienting the larva
about its anterior-posterior axis the applied current onto the two magnets
was regulated. When switching on one magnet, the larva was translated
towards the wall of the glass capillary and rotated about 180° towards
the magnet. When the magnet was switched off, the larva was released
from the force and settled in its resting position (Figure 4.8 b,c). The
insert was designed such that the magnet orientation could be adapted
continuously by sliding the magnets along the arc. To find the optimal
angle, the zebrafish larva was rotated from one magnet to the other one
and the angle of the electromagnets was increased after every rotation.
The rotation of the zebrafish larva worked best with an angle of about
35° between the electromagnet and the plate. A 180-degree rotation from
the left lateral to the right lateral resting position took no longer than
10 sec with 1 A current, illustrating that the system can add multi-view
capabilities to any conventional microscope.
4 .1 .9 tetrahedral electromagnet orientation
To orient the sample in three dimensions, at least four magnets were
needed, since every magnet acts as an attractor fixed in space. For an
equidistant distribution of the four magnets they were assembled in a
tetrahedral geometry around the sample (Figure 4.9 a). The focus of the
four electromagnet-tips coincided with the sample.
The tips of the cores needed to be positioned close to the tube since
the magnetic field gradient decays rapidly from the tip of the magnet
(Figure 4.9 b). The applied current was remotely controlled via a pro-
grammable power supply 9. By using a manual switch, the current could
be applied to a different magnet and by using a potentiometer the cur-
rent could be applied to two coils simultaneously and the ratio of the
applied currents could be controlled.
4 .1 .10 characterization of the rotation
To characterize the rotation an injected zebrafish embryo was embedded
in an FEP tube. To prevent the fish from being pulled out of the tube by
the bottom magnet (Figure 4.9 a) the inner diameter (1.0 mm) was chosen
to be slightly smaller than the chorion (∼ 1.2 mm) (Figure 4.9 b).
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F igure 4 .9 Tetrahedral electromagnet geometry and rotation of injected zebrafish em-
bryo. (a) Four electromagnets (M1, M2, M3, M4) in a tetrahedral geometry were assem-
bled around the sample tube. (b) Bright-field images of a zebrafish embryo encapsulated
in the sample tube. The embryo was oriented by applying a magnetic field by magnet M1,
M2, M3 and M4. Scale bar, 500 µm. (c) The zebrafish embryo was rotated continuously
from magnet M1 to magnet M3 by changing the ratio of the applied currents between
the two magnets. Scale bar, 200 µm.
By sequentially switching between four magnets, the embryo could be ro-
tated in a non-contact manner and positioned it in four different orienta-
tions given by the tetrahedral arrangement of electromagnets (Figure 4.9
b).
To study any sample in its optimal orientation, intermediate positions
could be accessed in two different ways: spherical samples with no pre-
ferred orientation (zebrafish embryo until the tail bud stage) could be
stopped during rotation from one magnet to the next by switching the
current off. Alternatively, by applying currents to two or more magnets
simultaneously, the embryo oriented along the resulting magnetic field.
Hence, by changing the ratio of the currents applied to two magnets, the
embryo could be rotated continuously from one magnet to the other and
positioned at any orientation between two magnets (Figure 4.9 c).
To measure the transition time of the embryo when rotating from one
magnet to the neighboring one, I rotated the same injected embryo re-
peatedly from one magnet to the other one with different applied cur-
rents (Figure 4.10).
To characterize the movement, I generated a kymograph along the path
of the beads (Figure 4.10 a). At a low current of 0.3 A the embryo rotated
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Figure 4 .10 Characterization of the rotational speed in dependence of the applied
voltage. (a) Bright-field images of the injected zebrafish showing the path along which the
kymograph is taken. Scale bar, 200 µm. (b,c) Kymograph of rotating embryo for different
currents 0.3 A, 0.8 A and 1.0 A, respectively.
smoothly from one magnet to the next one (corresponding to 109.5°). The
whole rotation took less than 30 sec (Figure 4.10 b). Since the magnetic
field of a coil is proportional to the applied current (Equation (4.4)) the
transition time should be tunable by the applied current. I repeatedly
rotated the embryo with 0.3 A, 0.8 A and 1.0 A (Figure 4.10 c). The tran-
sition time decreased when increasing the current and could therefore
be tuned according to the application. The rotation at higher currents
0.8 A and 1.0 A was also more rapid and less smooth as for 0.3 A. After
releasing the embryo from the magnetic field, it retracted in less than
10 sec before settling into its final position. The embryo remained stable
for over a minute, sufficient to acquire a 3D stack of the whole embryo
on a light sheet microscope system (∼ 5 sec, Figure 4.10 b).
4 .2 light sheet microscope design
To image developing zebrafish in its optimal orientation with high resolu-
tion and low photo-toxicity, I implemented the tetrahedral electromagnet
configuration around the sample chamber in a light sheet microscope
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setup10 (Figure 4.11). Typically, light sheet microscopes provide only a
single axis of rotation for multi-view imaging (Huisken et al., 2004; Power
and Huisken, 2017). We asked if the additional degrees of freedom in our
setup could lead to improved coverage of the sample.
F igure 4 .11 Schematic of the light sheet microscope setup with the tetrahedral elec-
tromagnets arranged around the sample tube. The magnets were held by the sample
chamber and the sample was illuminated by a light sheet through two windows. Flu-
orescence was detected through a third window by a detection objective. The sample
chamber and the detection objective were motorized to move the sample through the
light sheet and to correct for the different path lengths in air and water.
4 .2 .1 sample chamber
The sample chamber was 3D-printed and had two windows for illumina-
tion and one window for detection of the sample Figure 4.12. The tetrahe-
dral electromagnet assembly was held by the sample chamber. The elec-
tromagnet opposite of the detection window was held by a transparent
acrylic glass to enable wide-field illumination by an LED placed behind
the sample chamber. The cores of the electromagnets were inserted into
the chamber to place the tips as close as possible to the sample. The
sample was embedded in an FEP tube and the tube was inserted from
the top into the sample chamber. The tube was held by a ring to control
the y-position of the sample. The tube was positioned orthogonally to
the illumination and the detection axis and could be manually rotated to
orient the sample about the tube axis.
For sample scanning the sample chamber was mounted on a motorized
linear stage11, which moved the sample through the static light sheet.
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Figure 4 .12 Sample chamber of the multi-axis light sheet microscope system. (a) Ex-
ploded rendering of the sample chamber. (Electromagnet in the front not shown.) (b)
Technical drawings of the 3D printed sample chamber. Scale bar, 10 mm.
12 XLFLUOR 4×, 0.28 NA,
WD 29.6 mm, Olympus,
Japan
13 Zyla 5.5, sCMOS with
2560 x 2160 px, 6.5 µm px
size, chip size:
16.6× 14.0 mm, 21.8 mm
diagonal, Andor, United
Kingdom
4 .2 .2 detection
Because of the sterical hindrance of the tetrahedral electromagnet assem-
bly a detection objective with a long working distance was needed. I
chose an air objective12 with a long working distance for detection cor-
rected for imaging from air through a window into water. The emitted
light was filtered with a GFP-filter and the wide-field and fluorescence
signals were detected with a sCMOS camera13.
The low magnification M = 4× and the high NA = 0.28 of the detection
objective combined with the small pixel size of 6.5 µm of the camera lead
to undersampling of the detected signal. The large camera chip allowed
a magnification of the image such that the sample still fit in the field
of view of the camera. To magnify the image and reduce the undersam-
pling, I used a tube lens of f = 300 mm instead of f = 180 mm common
for Olympus objectives. Thereby, the magnification was increased from
M = 4× to M = 4 · 300 mm/180 mm = 6.7×. The resulting field of
view with an edge length of 2.49× 2.10 mm was still large enough to
fit the sample into the field of view. The large field of view was instru-
mental to position the sample in the center of the electromagnets and to
move the tips as close as possible to the sample tube without scratching
the FEP tube. For data acquisition the chip size was usually cropped to
1800× 1800 px, corresponding to a field of view of 1.755× 1.755 mm fit-
ting the sample in the field of view. The increased magnification led to
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a pixel size of 0.975 µm, which was still higher than the 0.272 µm needed
for optimal sampling (Stelzer, 1998) such that the system was still not
oversampling the signal. I decided to not further increase the magnifica-
tion since the larger field of view was helpful to locate the tips of the
electromagnets and the margin was required to keep the sample in the
field of view when manually rotating the sample tube. Additionally, us-
ing a tube lens with an even longer focal length was impractical and a
higher magnification also decreases the signal per pixel requiring higher
illumination intensities causing bleaching and photo-toxicity.
For taking a stack I decided to move the whole sample chamber with the
attached magnets through the light sheet such that the magnets moved
with the sample and the magnetic force on the sample did not change.
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F igure 4 .13 Correction for different optical path lengths when moving the sample
chamber. (a) Before starting an experiment the objective and the sample chamber are
positioned such that the light sheet and the focal plane of the detection objective overlap
(start position z0). Image showing single slice of a fluorescent bead samples and zoom
in of the same slice. The beads are in focus. (b,c). Resliced stack of fluorescent beads
and single slices at (z0 + 200 µm and z0 + 400 µm). (b) After moving the sample chamber
without correcting the objective position the focal plane and the light sheet did not over-
lap. (c) By correcting the objective position, the focal plane and the light sheet overlap
for every position along z. Scale bar, 100 µm.
Before taking a stack the sample chamber and the objective were posi-
tioned such that the light sheet plane and the focal plane overlapped
(start position, Figure 4.13 a) and the sample appeared in focus. By mov-
ing the sample chamber, the physical distance between the light sheet
plane and the objective remained the same but the distance in air and wa-
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CDRH, Coherent, USA
18 8892-K-M, New Focus,
USA
19 See Section 9.1.2
20 CCS TH-27/27-SW,
Stemmer imaging AG,
Germany
ter changed (Figure 4.13 b). Thus, due to the different refractive indices
of air nair and water nwater, the optical path between the objective and the
light sheet plane changed and the light sheet and the focal plane did not
overlap when moving the sample chamber (Figure 4.13 b). To correct for
the different path length in water and air, the detection objective needed
to be moved when the sample chamber was moved. Therefore, the de-
tection objective was also placed on a linear stage 14. The factor relating
the moved distance of the sample chamber dchamber to the distance the
objective dobjective needed to move for correcting for the changed optical
path was analytically found to be (compare Jahr et al. (2016)):
dobjective
dchamber
= 1− nair
nwater
≈ 0.248 (4.5)
To find the correction factor experimentally, a bead sample was posi-
tioned such that the plane of the light sheet overlapped with the focal
plane of the light sheet and the beads were in focus (Figure 4.13 a). The
sample chamber was moved to the other end of the bead sample dchamber
and the necessary distance dobjective the objective needed to be moved to
correct for the changed optical path was recorded and the empirically
found correction factor was calculated. I measured a correction factor of
(0.251± 0.005) in agreement with the analytically found value.
4 .2 .3 illumination
For double-sided light sheet illumination, two lenses15 were aligned ortho-
gonal to the detection. Static light sheets were generated with cylindri-
cal lenses16 from a single color laser (λ = 488 nm)17. By using a motor-
ized flip mirror18, the sample was illuminated alternately from two sides.
For taking a stack illuminated from both sides, the sample was moved
through the light sheet with illumination from one side, moved back to
the start position and another stack was acquired illuminated from the
other side. The two stacks were fused via post processing 19. For wide-
field illumination an LED20 was placed behind the sample.
4 .2 .4 alternative design for high-NA imaging
The light sheet microscope was designed to fit the tetrahedral electromag-
net assembly into the sample chamber. The sterical hindrance of the elec-
tromagnet assembly required some special design of the sample chamber
and long-working-distance lenses for illumination and detection, which
are typically limited to a low numerical aperture. The required low-NA
objectives did not compromise the setup since in light sheet microscopy
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21 CFI75 LWD 16xW, 16×,
0.8 NA, WD 3 mm, Nikon,
Japan
22 XLFLUOR 4×, 0.28 NA,
WD 29.6 mm, Olympus,
Japan
of whole embryos, a low magnification (and low-NA) detection objective
is commonly used for the necessary large field of view and sufficient
working distance. The relatively low NA of the detection objective had
the additional benefit that the larger depth of focus made the imaging
less susceptible to slight light sheet misalignments or sample induced
light sheet aberrations. In the illumination arm, a low-NA objective is
generally needed to have a sufficiently long light sheet for illuminating a
whole embryo (compare Section 1.2.3).
High NA
detection objective
Illumination 
objective
High NA
detection objective
sample 
tube
Illumination 
objective
a b
F igure 4 .14 Alternative sample chamber design for high-resolution imaging. (a) Top-
view of possible electromagnets and objective arrangement for high-NA, multi-axis light
sheet microscope imaging (sample chamber not shown). (b) Side-view of the same ar-
rangement (sample chamber shown). Lenses shown here: Nikon 16×, 0.8 NA, WD 3 mm
for detection and two Olympus 4×, 0.28 NA, WD 29.6 mm for illumination.
For high-resolution applications, I designed an alternative sample cham-
ber (Figure 4.14). The suggested assembly of the tetrahedral magnet ge-
ometry used a high-NA dipping objective21 for detection and two air ob-
jectives for illumination22. The tetrahedral electromagnet assembly was
oriented such that one magnet was directly facing the detection objective
and the other three electromagnets were assembled around the detection
objective leaving enough space for a high-NA dipping lens. The use of a
high-NA dipping objective for detection prevented the possibility of mov-
ing the whole sample chamber for sample scanning. To acquire stacks
and keep the sample still relative to the magnets, one could use objec-
tive scanning combined with axial light sheet scanning. This alternative
assembly combined high-NA imaging with the capabilities of multi-axis
rotation but it required objective scanning and axial light sheet scanning
to acquire z-stacks. This assembly demonstrates that the multi-axis rota-
tion can also be combined with high-NA applications.
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4 .3 rotation of zebrafish embryos in the multi-axis
light sheet microscope
4 .3 .1 orienting the sample improves image quality
To test whether the image quality can be improved by orienting the re-
gion of interest in front of the detection objective and whether inaccessi-
ble parts of the sample can be made accessible by the multi-axis rotation
technique I imaged an injected, histone labeled zebrafish embryo 23 in
the conventional multi-view mode and in the new multi-axis, multi-view
mode (Figure 4.15).
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Figure 4 .15 Measured image quality in multi-view and multi-axis light sheet mi-
croscopy. (a) Maximum intensity projection of a single-view stack from a histone labelled
zebrafish embryo. Scale bar, 200 µm. Inset: Schematic representation of the image qual-
ity obtained by a single-view. (b) Maximum intensity projection obtained by multi-view,
light sheet imaging of four views (0°, 45°, 180° and 225°). The fusion of the four views
shows a homogeneous resolution along the equator but a decreasing resolution towards
the cap (rotational axis). Scale bar, 200 µm. Inset: Schematic representation of the image
quality obtained by multi-view fusion of four views. (c) Maximum intensity projection of
a single-view stack obtained with the multi-axis light sheet microscopy technique. The
view on the animal pole shows the improved image quality of the animal pole (ROI)
obtained by orienting the animal pole towards the detection objective by the multi-axis
sample orientation technique. Scale bar, 200 µm. Inset: Schematic representation of the
image quality obtained with the multi-axis light sheet microscopy technique. (d) Local
entropy as a measure of the image quality of the single-view, multi-view and multi-axis
data along the animal-vegetal axis.
During early development, the zebrafish embryo is typically in an orien-
tation with the animal pole on top of the yolk (’north pole’). The animal
pole is therefore only poorly accessible for the conventional light sheet
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24 The views were
inspected and coarsely
aligned using the
BigDataViewer (Pietzsch
et al., 2015) in Fiji
(Schindelin et al., 2012). The
coarsely aligned views were
registered and fused by
using a Fiji plug-in
(Preibisch et al., 2010). To
this end, the fluorescent
signal of the nuclei was
used as marker.
25 Local entropy
calculations performed by
Rory M. Power (Huisken
lab) as described in
Section 9.1.3.
microscope since the rotational axis of the light sheet microscope is par-
allel to the animal-vegetal axis (A-V-axis) (Figure 4.15 a, lateral view). By
reslicing the single-view a view on the animal pole was visualized (Fig-
ure 4.15 a, animal pole).
The resliced view shows the high image quality along the equator facing
the detection objective (in this view the periphery of the embryo) and it
clearly shows the deteriorating image quality along z due to the inacces-
sibility of the other side of the embryo in a single-view. It also shows the
deteriorating image quality from the periphery to the north pole of the
embryo. For a better coverage and image quality of the whole embryo
the sample is typically rotated about the tube axis and many views are
registered and fused (multi-view imaging, Section 1.2.5). For a compari-
son of the multi-axis mode with the conventional multi-view mode and
to reconstruct the animal pole, I imaged an injected zebrafish embryo in
four different orientations. I oriented the sample for multi-view imaging
by rotating the tube manually (0°, 45°, 180° and 225°). The angles to be
acquired were marked on the sample tube holder such that a manual ro-
tation was straightforward. These four non-ideal views were registered
and fused 24. The fused views were resliced for a view on the animal pole
(Figure 4.15 b). The view shows a homogenous image quality along the
periphery as expected from multi-view imaging. However, in the multi-
view view on the animal pole the deteriorating image quality from the
periphery to the north pole is visible due to the inaccessibility of the
north pole in the four fused views.
To compare the obtained image quality to the multi-axis case the same
embryo was rotated by applying a magnetic force. The embryo was ori-
ented such that the animal pole faced the detection objective (Figure 4.15
c), which would be impossible in a conventional light sheet microscope
with only a uniaxial rotation (when the animal-vegetal axis is aligned
with the rotational axis). By orienting the animal pole facing the detection
objective irrespective of its initial orientation, a single stack was sufficient
to image the entire region of interest (Figure 4.15 c). The maximum inten-
sity projection shows a fairly homogeneous image quality over the whole
animal pole. Only a vertical stripe in the center shows a lower signal due
the oblique illumination in this area. For a quantitative comparison of the
image quality of the multi-view and the multi-axis case, the local entropy
of each plane in the stack was calculated 25. The local entropy serves as a
measure of image quality of the image stack captured after rotation and
the result of the multi-view fusion (Figure 4.15 d).
The local entropy measurement shows the highest image quality of the
multi-axis, light sheet microscopy stack at the pole (ROI) and a deteri-
orating quality as one goes deeper into the stack as one would expect
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since the vegetal pole was inaccessible for the single acquired stack. The
multi-view and the single-view light sheet microscopy stack show a fairly
constant image quality over the depth of the embryo. The multi-view case
shows a higher image quality than the single-view case over the whole
depth and also higher quality than the multi-axis case away from the
pole (ROI). This is consistent as the combined views provide superior
coverage away from the pole (Figure 4.15 d) (compare Section 1.2.1 and
Section 1.2.5).
Importantly, the multi-axis rotation delivers superior image quality at the
animal pole of the embryo, which was the chosen region of interest. Thus,
by positioning the sample in its ideal orientation superior image quality
was achieved compared to the multi-view SPIM, with less views needed,
reducing light exposure and acquisition time.
4 .3 .2 multi-axis rotation for better coverage in
multi-view imaging
As certain regions of the sample remain inaccessible in a single axis ro-
tational system, the image quality in these parts will always suffer from
oblique illumination and detection (compare Section 1.2.5). I set out to
test whether the multi-axis rotational system can improve the coverage
and overall image quality by distributing the views taken equally in 3D. I
decided to use a histone labelled zebrafish embryo26 since the fluorescent
nuclear signal could be used for the subsequent registration (Preibisch et
al., 2010). Acquiring four equally homogeneously distributed views in
3D was straightforward since the electromagnet geometry was chosen
such that the electromagnets are equally distributed in 3D (Figure 4.16
a). The four views show the embryo in four different orientations and
in some views the magnetic beads are visible (indicated by white arrow
head) (Figure 4.16 b). The injected magnetic beads are non-transparent
and cause shadowing artifacts (Figure 4.16 b, M3). However, the beads
did not interfere with the imaging since the beads were injected into the
yolk, which is opaque in itself and thereby one would always orient the
sample such that one does not illuminate or detect the region of interest
through the yolk.
For comparing the coverage and the image quality of multi-view and
multi-axis, multi-view light sheet microscopy the different views needed
to be registered. The registration of the acquired views was straight for-
ward for the common multi-view case when the sample was rotated
about a single axis as typically done in multi-view light sheet microscopy.
Since the sample is rotated about a single axis and the applied rotation
can be simply obtained from the rotational motor or in this case from
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F igure 4 .16 Multi-axis light sheet microscopy for improved multi-view imaging. (a)
Scheme of tetrahedral electromagnet assembly. (b) Histone labelled zebrafish embryo
Tg(h2afva:h2afva-GFP) imaged in four different orientations given by the tetrahedral elec-
tromagnet geometry. (c) The same embryo imaged in six orientations in orientation be-
tween electromagnets by applying a current onto two electromagnets. (Arrow heads
indicating the injected magnetic beads). Scale bar, 200 µm.
the scale on the tube holder. If the applied rotation is known, it can be
reversed by applying the inverse rotation. Additionally, to ease the regis-
tration of the different views, fluorescent beads are typically embedded
in the agarose column serving as marker for the registration of the dif-
ferent views (Preibisch et al., 2010). In the case of the multi-axis, multi-
view light sheet microscope, the rotation was in 3D and not in a single
plane. The obtained orientation depended on the position of the injected
beads, the applied force, the orientation of the used electromagnet and
the success of rotation. Therefore, the relative orientation needed to be
determined from the acquired stack for every view and could not be sim-
ply read from an external device. Since the embryo was rotated within
the chorion embedded beads in the agarose column could not be used as
a marker for the registration. To find the applied rotation, I used the posi-
tion of the electromagnets for a coarse alignment and manually oriented
the different views by using the BigDataViewer (Pietzsch et al., 2015). The
fine alignment of the different views turned out to be difficult due to the
symmetric shape of the embryo and the homogeneous fluorescent signal
of the nuclei. Even after the manual fine alignment of the four differ-
ent views, the registration using the nuclear fluorescent signal as marker
hardly worked. It only worked for a few views but never for all four what
would have been necessary to compare the obtained coverage and image
quality to the multi-view case.
For registration of different views the overlap between them is essen-
tial (Preibisch et al., 2010) and since the four views were homogeneously
distributed in 3D the overlap was minimal. For a higher overlap of the
acquired and more complete coverage I took six more views of the same
embryo in orientations given by positions between two electromagnets
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(Figure 4.16 c). All ten views were coarsely aligned by using the electro-
magnet orientation as proxy for the applied rotation and manually fine
aligned. The registration of the ten views still only worked for a few ori-
entations and the additional views also did not facilitate the registration
of the four homogeneously distributed views (Figure 4.16 b).
In summary, the zebrafish embryo could be oriented in 3D and imaged
in ten different orientations in the multi-axis light sheet microscope. It
turned out that registration of different views obtained in these uncom-
mon orientations was very difficult. Thus, whether the 3D sample orien-
tation leads to an improved coverage compared to common multi-view
imaging could not be tested.
4 .3 .3 time-lapse imaging
During long term in vivo imaging the sample morphology and the optical
properties of the sample change, requiring sample reorientation during
the experiment for optimal imaging conditions. The changing morphol-
ogy can also lead to different regions of interest during the course of
the experiment. To illustrate dynamic sample rotation during sample de-
velopment, I performed time-lapse imaging of an injected, developing,
histone labeled zebrafish embryo27.
To observe key events during the development of the zebrafish embryo
in the optimal sample orientation, I oriented the embryo by magnetic
forces and rotation of the tube such that the region of interest was facing
the detection objective. During early stages (0 hpf to 10 hpf, correspond-
ing to 1-cell stage to 90 % epiboly), the embryo had a nearly spherical
shape, making rotation easy. I captured, e.g. the cellular dynamics from
the animal view (Figure 4.17 a), collective epiboly movement from the lat-
eral side (Figure 4.17 b) and the epiboly progression towards the vegetal
pole from the vegetal side (Figure 4.17 c) and the dorsal convergence and
extension movements from dorsal (Figure 4.17 d).
At later stages, with the emergence of pronounced head and tail struc-
tures and the convergence of the dorsal side, the sample geometry lim-
ited rotations about the anterior-posterior and the dorsal-ventral axis. I
adapted the orientation about the left-right axis at these stages by ro-
tating the tube and observed the head and tail formation from ventral
(Figure 4.17 e) and anterior (Figure 4.17 f).
By dynamically orienting the zebrafish embryo in the microscope, I could
record multiple key events in the development of a single zebrafish that
could otherwise only be captured in several separate experiments.
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F igure 4 .17 Stills from a time-lapse of a developing, histone labeled zebrafish taken
in different orientations to watch key events in the respective optimal orientation. Scale
bar, 200 µm.
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4 .4 summary and outlook
I have developed a non-contact method to orient specimens in a micro-
scope by introducing a magnetic handle and applying an external mag-
netic field. I optimized the protocol for zebrafish embryos and larvae. For
the embryo, I made use of the fact, that the embryo is encapsulated in its
fluid filled chorion facilitating the rotation; for the larva, its elongated
shape was exploited. For samples with a less suited morphology I de-
veloped a new embedding strategy. Fixed mouse embryos and artemia
were embedded with a magnetic handle in agarose spheres. The spher-
ical shape of the agarose eased the rotation and the samples could be
oriented by moving a permanent magnet past them.
I designed and custom-built a light sheet microscope to combine the
multi-axis orientation technique with light sheet microscopy and have
shown multi-axis, multi-view light sheet microscopy. The registration of
the different views taken in unusual orientation remains the main chal-
lenge to be solved to improve current multi-view imaging by 3D sample
orientation. The existing software tools are optimized for uniaxial rota-
tion and samples with fluorescent beads as marker (Preibisch et al., 2010).
Additional fluorescent marker by using double transgenic zebrafish lines
or by injection of RNA, proteins or fluorescent probes could guide the
fine alignment and also the registration. This approach would require an
update of the current setup to acquire multi-color data. I expect the de-
velopment of better content-aware registration tools more suited to this
rather uncommon orientation to facilitate the registration for multi-axis,
multi-view light sheet microscopy in the future. It remains to be shown
whether orienting the sample in 3D leads to an improved coverage and
how many views in which orientation are needed for homogeneous im-
age quality over the whole sample.
I adapted the method to a commercial epi-fluorescence microscope to
enable multi-view imaging for single-view systems. The zebrafish larva
was embedded in a glass capillary to be confined on axis. The refractive
index mismatch between the capillary (glass) and immersion medium
(water) led to astigmatism decreasing the obtained image quality (Fig-
ure 4.8 c). To compensate the astigmatism, I tried to use FEP tubes, which
have a refractive index very close to water instead of glass capillaries for
embedding the larva. However, the rotation of the larva was restricted
since the larva got stuck to the FEP tube. To reduce the friction, the
FEP tubes could be chemically treated. Another way to compensate the
astigmatism could be to use refractive index matching of the immersion
medium (Boothe et al., 2017). A very elegant solution to compensate the
astigmatism caused by a glass capillary has been presented by Meinert
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et al. (2017). They compensated the astigmatism by adding two crossed
cylindrical lenses in the detection path of a light sheet microscope.
The rotation technique relies on magnetic forces applied on beads in-
jected into an organism or attached to it. High magnetic forces can lead
to the deformation of the sample or a translation of the beads within
the yolk, which could potentially damage the sample. Such damage was
averted by using minimal forces over a short time. The magnetic forces
can also lead to a translation of the sample within the chorion for ze-
brafish embryos or the embedded sample within the mold. However, ad-
ditional translation is necessary to center the region of interest after rota-
tion anyway and the induced translation can easily be compensated.
High-throughput methods (Gualda et al., 2015), which currently do not
offer any rotational axis for sample orientation, will greatly benefit from
the new non-contact sample orientation technique. All samples can be
similarly oriented, increasing the screening sensitivity and specificity. Like-
wise, photomanipulation techniques particularly benefit from the full
flexibility to orient the sample such that the intervention can be targeted
precisely to the desired region.

5A D A P T I V E L I G H T S H E E T M I C R O S C O P Y F O R
T H E S Y S T E M AT I C A N A LY S I S O F M I T O T I C
S P I N D L E S C A L I N G I N V I V O
Life is a complex and dynamic interplay across different scales intime and space. To image this orchestrated interplay the micro-scope needs to be able to image on different scales and adapt the
acquisition to the sample dynamics.
In this chapter, I introduce a new type of adaptive microscope, which can
adapt its detection scheme to the state of the sample and autonomously
acquire time-lapses with optimized magnification, temporal and spatial
resolution.
To acquire long-term, high-resolution recordings of living zebrafish em-
bryos, I designed and built a light sheet microscope (Section 5.1). To
acquire multi-resolution recordings and follow the dynamics on multi-
ple spatial scales, I extended the detection path with an optical zoom
(Section 5.1.4). To keep the region of interest in the field of view with-
out the need of moving the sample, I added a scan mirror in the de-
tection path to move the image over the camera chip (Section 5.1.5). For
autonomous data acquisition adapted to the sample development, the mi-
croscope needed to detect the sample state. I programmed and trained a
convolutional neural network for the classification of the cell state from
fluorescent images (Section 5.2.7). Depending on the classified cell state,
the microscope should acquire images adapted to the sample dynamics.
Therefore, I characterized the zebrafish cell cycle at my experimental con-
ditions and tested different rulesets of how and when the microscope
should acquire images. Rulesets were compared and optimized under
the premise that the microscope images all the important events and at
the same time only acquires information-rich data (Section 5.2.9).
I used the adaptive light sheet microscope to acquire autonomous time-
lapses of developing zebrafish embryos to systematically study the spin-
dle scaling in vivo (Section 5.3).
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5 .1 system design
I have designed and built an adaptive light sheet microscope that can
dynamically change size and position of the FOV for an adaptive data
acquisition28. I decided to use light sheet microscopy because of the very
efficient use of the photon budget and the separate illumination and de-
tection, which enabled engineering one without affecting the other. I built
the light sheet microscope flat on the table such that the sample could be
inserted from the top into the microscope (Figure 5.1).
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F igure 5 .1 Rendering of the adaptive light sheet microscope. The sample was inserted from the top into the
sample chamber and positioned at the intersection of the illumination and detection path using linear and rotational
stages (not shown). The sample was sequentially illuminated by a static light sheet from the left or right side created
using a cylindrical lens (CL). The light sheet was imaged by a telescope consisting of a scan lens (SL) and a tube lens
(TL) into the BFP of the illumination objective. The illumination objective rotated the original light sheet by 90° and
focused it into the sample. Left and right illumination were split using a polarization dependent beam splitter (BS).
The signal was detected with a dipping lens inserted into the sample chamber and dynamically magnified using an
optical zoom. The image was moved over the camera chip using a scan mirror placed in the conjugate plan to the
BFP of the detection objective. The signal was imaged on the camera.
In the center of my microscope was the sample chamber. The detection
objective was inserted through an opening and sealed with an O-ring. A
medium-NA or a high-NA objective was used for detection (Table 5.1).
The two objectives were chosen because of their low magnification and
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Table 5 .1 Specifications of the detection objectives with the magnification M, the nu-
merical aperture NA, the working distance WD, the parfocal length dPF and the diameter
of the back focal plane dBFP.
Name M NA WD dPF dBFP
CFI75 LWD 16X W 16x 0.8 3 mm 75 mm 15 mm
CFI75 Apochromat 25XC W 25x 1.1 2 mm 75 mm 13 mm
29 Zyla 4.2 PLUS, sCMOS
with 2048 x 2048 px, 6.5 µm
px size, chip size:
13.0× 13.0 mm, 18.8 mm
diagonal, Andor, United
Kingdom
30 Illumination-objective
LSFM, 10×, 0.2 NA, WD
16.45 mm (air), Zeiss,
Germany
31 CCS TH-27/27-SW,
Stemmer imaging AG,
Germany
32 Three M111.1DG
translational stages, Physik
Instrumente, Germany
33 M-660.45, rotational
stage, Physik Instrumente,
Germany
34 custom-built silicone
heater mat, 35× 40 mm,
12 V, 7 W, Friedr. Freek
GmbH, Germany
a medium or a high-NA, respectively. In combination with the camera29
and without any additional magnification, the image was undersampled.
Thus, the contrast and thereby the lateral resolution could be improved by
increasing the magnification (compare Section 1.2.4). The two objectives
had the same parfocal length such that they could be easily exchanged
after removing the sample chamber.
The sample chamber had two windows for light sheet illumination ortho-
gonal to the opening for the detection objective. For illumination, two air
objectives30, which were corrected to focus from air through a glass cover
slip into water, were used (Figure 5.2 a). A third window opposite of the
detection objective was used for wide-field illumination by placing an
LED31 behind the sample chamber. The wide-field illumination was in-
strumental for finding and orienting the sample.
The sample was inserted from the top into the medium-filled sample
chamber. It was typically embedded in low percentages LMA in an FEP
tube (Section 7.1.4). The FEP tube was held by a Zeiss sample holder. The
sample position was controlled by an xyz-stage 32 and the orientation by
a rotational stage33.
5 .1 .1 temperature control
Imaging of living specimen required the conditions to be as physiologi-
cal as possible. Temperature was a crucial determinant for sample health
and the timing of development. Therefore, a temperature control was
essential for reproducible in vivo measurements. Since the microscopy
room, where the microscope was built, was kept at 20 ◦C and zebrafish
should be kept at 26.5–28.0 ◦C (Avdesh et al., 2012) a temperature control
was needed. For a constant temperature control of the sample chamber a
flexible heating mat34 was glued under the sample chamber (Figure 5.2
a). The whole sample chamber including the immersion medium was
heated to 27 ◦C. The temperature was monitored in the sample cham-
ber by a temperature sensor. The measured temperature was sent to a
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller adjusting the current ap-
plied to the heating mat and thereby the temperature (Figure 5.2 b).
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Figure 5 .2 Temperature control of the sample chamber. (a) Photograph of the red
heating mat glued under the sample chamber for temperature control. (b) Typical tem-
perature course measured in the sample chamber showing the steep increase and the
and the small temperature fluctuations around the set value. Broken black line indicates
time for the start of the experiment. Inset: Temperature course during the experiment.
35 Omicron LightHUB-4
equipped with 405 nm
(120 mW), 488 nm (100 mW),
561 nm (100 mW) and
647 nm (140 mW) laser lines,
Omicron, Germany
The system kept the sample chamber and the immersion medium at a
constant, adjustable temperature. The temperature was typically set to
27 ◦C. The sample chamber was heated for 45–60 min before the start of
an experiment to equilibrate the temperature in the sample chamber. The
course of temperature was recorded during the experiment and typically
varied between 26.6–27.1 ◦C over the course of an experiment, which typ-
ically took 4 h.
5 .1 .2 illumination
For light sheet illumination, a multi-color laser engine with four laser
heads35 was used. The setup had a double-sided illumination to illumi-
nate the sample from two sides for a homogeneous illumination across
the whole FOV (Huisken and Stainier, 2007). Simultaneous double-sided
illumination led to decreased contrast since the blurry artifacts from the
illumination further away diminished the image quality of the sharp
signal from the closer illumination. Thus, the sample was sequentially
illuminated from the left and the right side and the two acquired im-
ages were fused after acquisition for an optimal result. Many different
implementations of sequential double-sided illumination have been es-
tablished: a flip mirror (Huisken and Stainier, 2007), two laser sources
(Schmid et al., 2013), a chopper wheel (unpublished later version of the
setup described in (Schmid et al., 2013)) or AOTFs (Weber et al., 2017).
To sequentially illuminate the sample a polarization dependent beam
splitter (BS) was inserted that guided the laser into one of the two illumi-
nation arms depending on the polarization. In my setup, the s-polarized
light (orthogonal to the table) emitted by the laser was rotated to p-
polarized (parallel to the table) light by the first twisted periscope (Fig-
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36 PBS251, polarizing
beamsplitter cube, Thorlabs,
Germany
37 HWP05M-600,
achromatic half-wave plate,
Thorlabs, Germany
ure 5.1). The p-polarized light was either passed or the polarization was
rotated to s-polarized light by a Pockels cell. In a Pockels cell, a high elec-
trical field is applied to a crystal to modulate birefringence in the crystal.
Using this electro-optical effect, the polarization of an incoming laser can
be rotated. Here, I used the Pockels cell as a switchable half-wave plate
to dynamically switch the laser between s- and p-polarized. This polar-
ization rotation was used to dynamically guide the laser into one of the
two illumination arms by the BS. Combining the Pockels cell with a po-
larization dependent BS36, the sample could be sequentially illuminated
from two different sides by switching the applied voltage to the Pockels
cell.
The polarization was rotated another time in both arms by a twisted
periscope. Thus, the sample was illuminated with s-polarized light from
the left and p-polarized light from the right. If p-polarized light was used
for illumination, the scattering outside the sheet was increased leading
to effectively thicker light sheets. Thus, an achromatic half wave plate37
was inserted into the right arm to rotate the polarization from p- to s-
polarization. Thereby, the light was s-polarized in both illumination arms
reducing the unwanted light scattering outside of the sheet and thereby
prevent light sheet thickening. For a standard time-lapse the polarization
was switched after every image, such that every second image was illu-
minated from the other direction. These images were fused in post pro-
cessing (Section 8.4) to create a homogeneously illuminated image. The
birefringence of the crystal in the Pockels cell was wavelength dependent
and thus the applied voltage needed to be adapted for every wavelength.
Table 5.2 shows the found voltages and the obtained extinction ratios re
values for the left and right illumination arm for every wavelength.
Table 5 .2 Measured voltages V and extinction ratios re for the left and the right side
of the double-sided illumination and for the used wavelengths λ.
λ (nm) Vleft (V) Vright (V) re,left (%) re,right (%)
405 0.405 0.920 2.5 11.7
488 0.244 0.900 1.8 11.0
561 0.040 0.885 2.4 5.8
647 0.905 1.840 2.9 5.5
The voltages were optimized such that the intensities in each arm were
maximized. Thus, also the extinction ratios re were minimized such that
no remaining light from the other side could perturb the image quality.
When the extinction ratio in each arm was optimized separately, the mea-
sured maximum laser intensities were different in both arms. But for a
homogeneous illumination the laser intensity needed to be the same in
both arms. Both arms were built symmetrical except for the half wave
plate in the right arm. Thus, to keep the intensity in both arms the same,
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38 SN74LS08N, Texas
Instruments, US, TX
39 Biased detector,
DET36A/M, Thorlabs,
Germany
I needed to compensate the reflected and absorbed light at the half wave
plate. As the intensity in the left arm was higher, I needed to change the
applied voltage on the left side away from the optimum of maximum
intensity such that the intensity in both arms was the same. Thus, the
extinction ratios were unsymmetrical and higher for the right side as the
left voltage was out of the optimum and a higher fraction of the light
could pass into the right arm. However, the remaining illumination from
the other side did not lead to an observable decrease in image quality as
both sides were illuminated sequentially and fused post processing.
For taking a z-stack the sample was continuously moved along z through
the static light sheet. To activate the chosen laser line λ, a constant signal
was combined with the fire out signal (Vcam) from the camera by using
an AND Gate 38. Combining these two signals, only the chosen laser
line emitted light, when the camera was acquiring images (Pλ1−4). For the
switching of the illumination side, a signal with a frequency of half the
camera frame rate was created and sent to the Pockels cell (VPC). This
way the side of illumination was switched after every image (Figure 5.3
a).
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Figure 5 .3 Trigger signals for the laser lines to control the double-sided illumination.
(a) Scheme of the necessary trigger signals to switch between different laser lines and to
illuminate every second image from the other side for a homogeneous double-sided illu-
mination. (b) Measured camera exposure signal (Vcam) and created digital signal applied
onto the Pockels cell (VPC). Measured laser intensity in the left (IL) and right illumination
arm (IR) for a single laser line and a camera acquisition speed of fcamera = 10 Hz.
I tested the triggering of the laser lines by recording the camera exposure
signal (Vcam), the applied voltage on the Pockels cell (VPC) and measured
the laser intensity in the left (IL) and the right arm (IR) with two photo-
diodes39 (Figure 5.3 b). The built control electronics worked as expected
and the illumination side was switched after every image and the laser
only emitted light, when the camera was acquiring images (Figure 5.3
b).
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40 SC10-8x8-15-1000, scan
frequency: 1 kHz, mirror
size: 8× 8 mm,
Electro-Optical Products
Corporation, USA
41 FW102C, Thorlabs,
Germany
42 Fetura advanced zoom
lens system, Qioptiq,
Germany
43 S-334.2SL, piezo tip/tilt
mirror, diameter 10 mm,
Physik Instrumente,
Germany
For a homogeneous illumination across the whole field of view the light
sheet was pivoted in the plane of the light sheet (Huisken and Stainier,
2007). To this end, each illumination arm was equipped with a resonant
optical scan mirror40 placed conjugate to the illumination focal plane
(mSPIM mirror, Figure 5.1).
5 .1 .3 detection path design
The excited fluorescence was collected with a dipping lens inserted into
the sample chamber (Table 5.1). The different fluorescent channels were
acquired sequentially and a motorized filter wheel 41 was used to spec-
trally filter (Section 8.4) the collected signal. For an adaptive magnifica-
tion the detection path was equipped with an optical zoom 42 placed
behind the objective (Figure 5.4).
fobjective fzoom
ftube
frelay
zoom relay lens
scan mirror
camera
tip / tilt angle γ
detection 
path angle α
objective
tube lens
F igure 5 .4 Scheme of the detection path. The BFP of the detection objective was
relayed on the scan mirror to move the image over the camera chip by tipping and tilting
the scan mirror.
The zoom acted as a tube lens with a focal length of fzoom = 200 mm
such that an image was formed behind the zoom. The camera could have
been placed in this plane, however, regions of interest, which were off
center, may end up outside of the camera chip, when the magnification
was increased. Thus, to center the region of interest on the chip and to
switch between multiple regions of interest without moving the sample,
I decided to add a scan mirror 43 in the detection path. In principle, the
sample could be centered by the translational stages, however, for rapid
switching between different FOVs, the translational stages would be too
slow. Additionally, rapid movement could perturb the sample and lead
to unwanted sample reorientations. The scan mirror had to be positioned
conjugate to the BFP of the detection objective such that the image could
be translated over the camera chip by tilting the mirror (Figure 5.4). Since
the BFP of the detection objective was inaccessible, I included a relay lens
into the detection path confocal to the zoom. The scan mirror was placed
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44 Zyla 4.2 PLUS, sCMOS
with 2048 x 2048 px, 6.5 µm
px size, chip size:
13.0× 13.0 mm, 18.8 mm
diagonal, Andor, United
Kingdom
45 Fetura advanced zoom
lens system, Qioptiq,
Germany
46 personal communication
with Georg Zeitelhack
(Qioptiq)
47 grid size: 950× 950 µm
sized grid of 18 squares
with a size of 25× 25 µm
each
behind the relay lens at an angle α relative to the detection path. The pro-
jected horizontal size of the scan mirror, which had a diameter of 10 mm,
decreased with a bigger angle α (deff = d · cos(α)). Thus, the angle was
chosen as small as possible. The sterical hindrance of the used compo-
nents allowed an angle α ≈ 27° such that the effective diameter was only
reduced by 1− cos(27°) ≈ 11 %. As the BFP of the used detection ob-
jective (Table 5.1) were bigger than the effective size of the scan mirror
the BFP needed to be demagnified. Thus, the magnification (M1) of the
telescope formed by the zoom lens and the relay lens had to be chosen
such that the relayed BFP would fit onto the mirror. Choosing the re-
lay lens with a focal length of frelay = 80 mm combined with the zoom
( fzoom = 200 mm) created a 2.5 times demagnifying telescope such that
the BFP of both objectives fitted onto the scan mirror.
The tube lens and the camera 44 were placed on a rail such that they were
in a 4 f -geometry with the relay lens. The scan mirror was placed on a
post confocal to the relay and tube lens.
5 .1 .4 zoom
The magnification of a microscope assembly is determined by the detec-
tion objective and the tube lens and can typically not be changed during
an experiment. To adapt the magnification dynamically during an exper-
iment, I added a controllable optical zoom 45 into the detection path of
the light sheet microscope (Figure 5.1).
The zoom acted as a tube lens with a focal length of fzoom = 200 mm
and since the focal length of the tube lens used for Nikon objectives was
also 200 mm the total magnification of the detection path Mtot by the
adjustable zoom magnification Mz, the magnification of the detection
objective Mobj and the telescope in the detection arm
ftube
frelay
can be written
as Equation (5.1). The factor of 14 is a property of the commercial zoom
configuration46.
Mtot = Mobj · Mz4 ·
ftube
frelay
(5.1)
The magnification of the zoom combined with the 16× detection objec-
tive was measured by placing a grid47 with a known grid size into the
sample chamber. The grid was illuminated with the LED and the inten-
sity was adjusted for the different magnifications (Figure 5.5 a). The total
magnification Mtot as function of the set zoom magnification Mz was
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determined by measuring the number of pixels per grid. The total mag-
nification was found to linearly increase with the set zoom magnification
(Figure 5.5 b).
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F igure 5 .5 Calibration of the optical zoom. (a) Bright-field images of a grid with a
grid size of 25 µm. (b) Measured total magnification Mtot of the detection path for the
16× detection objective in dependence of the set magnification of the zoom Mz (blue
circles) and analytical dependence following Equation (5.1) (red line). The measured
magnification was fitted with a linear fit with an intercept at zero (black broken line).
The analytically found dependency (Equation (5.1)) of the total magni-
fication Mtot as a function of the set zoom magnification Mz was plot-
ted into the same graph with the known magnification of the objective
Mobj = 16× and the focal length of the scan lens frelay = 80 mm and
tube length ftube = 150 mm. The analytically found dependency showed
a slightly different slope than the measured magnification, which could
be caused by a deviation of the zoom at high magnification. Also a dif-
ferent focal length of the zoom as the assumed fzoom = 200 mm or a
deviation from the 14 magnification factor of the zoom could cause the
slight deviation. The measured magnification was fitted with a linear fit
with zero intercept. The slope was found to be s = (7.068± 0.015) below
the analytical found slope of stheo = 7.5. The experimentally found slope
was used for further measurements.
The magnification combined with the chip and pixel size of the camera
defined the field of view and the sampling. The sampling (pixelation) of
the image influenced the contrast and thereby the achievable resolution
(compare Section 1.2.4). For optimal image quality, the sampling (size of
a pixel in the image plane) needed to be considered.
The effect of pixelation for light microscopy has been analyzed by Stelzer
(1998) (Section 1.2.4). Depending on the number of pixels per Airy disk
the contrast and thereby the resolution changes. For a guaranteed con-
trast of 17.6 % at least n = 8 px per Airy pattern were needed (Stelzer,
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48 CFI75 LWD 16xW, 16×,
0.8 NA, WD 3 mm, Nikon,
Japan
49 CFI75 Apochromat
25XC, 25×, 1.1 NA, WD
2 mm, Nikon, Japan
50 Zyla 4.2 PLUS, sCMOS
with 2048 x 2048 px, 6.5 µm
px size, chip size:
13.0× 13.0 mm, 18.8 mm
diagonal, Andor, United
Kingdom
1998). Thus, for low magnification and a medium to high NA, the resolu-
tion was limited by the sampling and not the detection NA.
Following the Rayleigh definition of resolution, two objects are resolvable
if the distance is half the Airy pattern (Section 1.2.4). Thus, for low mag-
nification, when taking the effect of sampling into account, the smallest
resolvable distance for an undersampled image was the distance sampled
with n = 4 px (res solid line, Figure 5.6).
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Figure 5 .6 Lateral resolution of the adaptive light sheet microscope as a function of
the total magnification. The used objectives are indicated by broken lines. The maximal
lateral resolution limited by the NA of the detection objective indicated by solid line for
the CFI75 LWD 16xW, 16×/ 0.8 NA (black) and the CFI75 Apochromat 25XC, 25×/1.1
NA (blue). PSF measurement of the 16× objective (black circles).
In my system, the sampling could be dynamically controlled by increas-
ing the magnification with the optical zoom. To be in a regime, in which
an increased magnification led to an increased lateral resolution, I chose
detection objectives48,49 with a low magnification and a high-NA (Ta-
ble 5.1).
The magnification of the objectives without any additional magnification
taking into account the physical pixel size of 6.5 µm of the used camera50
led to a pixel size of only 406 nm for the 16× objective and 260 nm for the
25× objective. Thus, the lateral resolution was limited by the sampling
to 1.624 µm for the 16× objective and 1.040 µm for the 25× objective (in-
dicated by where broken lines cross the red line in Figure 5.6). This is
far from the theoretical maximal lateral resolution achievable with the
objectives given by the Rayleigh criterion (Equation (1.8)) of 381 nm (16×
objective) and 278 nm (25× objective) considering green light (indicated
by solid black and blue line in Figure 5.6).
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For achieving the maximal resolution of the used detection objective, the
n = 8 px per Airy pattern condition led to a pixel size pxmax of:
pxmax =
dAiry
8
=
1.22
8
λ
NA
. (5.2)
Thus, a pixel size of 95 nm for the 16× objective corresponding to a total
magnification of Mmaxtot = 68× and a pixel size of 69 nm corresponding to
a total magnification of Mmaxtot = 94× for the 25× objective were needed to
achieve the maximal performance of the used detection objective (consid-
ering green light at a wavelength of λ = 500 nm). Indicated in Figure 5.6
by crossing of red line with black and blue line, respectively.
As for any microscope, the maximum lateral resolution is limited by the
NA of the used detection objective (solid line in Figure 5.6). Higher sam-
pling increased the contrast only marginally at the cost of lower signal
per pixel. Thus, I chose the magnification Mmaxtot as an upper boundary
since a further increase in magnification would only marginally increase
the contrast and thereby the lateral resolution and come at the cost of
lower signal.
The ratio of maximal magnification and the magnification of the objective
Mmaxtot
Mobj
gave a magnification range, in which the dynamic adaptation of the
magnification could increased the resolution. For the 16× objective this
gave a magnification range of 16–68× and for 25× objective a range of
25–94×. Thus, the resolution could be increased by a factor of 4.3× (16×
objective) and by 3.8× (25× objective) by adapting the magnification.
To test the predicted resolution increase, the resolution of the system for
the 16× objective was determined by measuring the PSF of sub-resolution
sized, fluorescent beads embedded in LMA. The PSFs were analyzed us-
ing the Fiji plug-in PSFj (Theer et al., 2014) and the FWHM of the fitted
PSF was measured for different magnifications (black circles, Figure 5.6).
As expected, the measured lateral resolution improved with increasing
magnification. For magnifications below the magnification of the objec-
tive, if the zoom was used to zoom out, the lateral resolution got clearly
worse. The obtained resolution for these cases was below the theoreti-
cal curve, which could be caused by the fact that fitting a singe object
(PSF) with a Gaussian was less affected by the sampling as resolving the
distance between two objects.
For high magnification the lateral resolution got better but remained far
from the theoretical resolution. To achieve the theoretical resolution per-
fect imaging would have been needed. However, the additional optical
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National Instruments
Corporation, USA
53 E-503.00S, piezo
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parts in the detection parts as the zoom, the relay lens and the scan mir-
ror induced optical aberrations, which decreased the obtained lateral res-
olution. Additionally, small misalignments in the detection path could
contribute to the non ideal imaging performance.
In summary, the lateral resolution could be increased by adapting the
magnification but the theoretical lateral resolution could not be reached.
5 .1 .5 scan mirror
For centering regions of interest, which were off center and may be out-
side the camera chip, when the magnification was increased, a scan mir-
ror was placed into the detection path. The tip and tilt scan mirror51
was placed at a plane conjugate to the back focal plane of the detection
objective (Figure 5.4). Thus, the tip and tilt of the mirror could be used
to translate the image over the camera chip. To control the mirror, two
voltages 0–10 V were generated by a controllable multifunction DAQ de-
vice52. The voltages were amplified by the scan mirror control electron-
ics53 and applied to the actuators of the mirror. The actuators had a tip /
tilt angle of γ = ±25 mrad. The angular range of the mirror allowed to
shift the image by ±3.75 mm. Thus, ROIs off-center less than the mirror
scan range could be centered on the camera chip using the scan mirror.
ROIs off-center more than the scan range could be centered using the
translational motors.
In summary, the presented adaptive light sheet microscope had a flexible
detection and could dynamically change the magnification, the tempo-
ral and spatial resolution. Different regions of interest could be rapidly
centered onto the camera chip without moving the sample. Thus, the de-
tection was flexible enough to adapt the data acquisition to the sample
dynamics.
5 .2 software design
In this section, I introduce my approaches to "teach the microscope how
a zebrafish embryo looks like in different cell cycle phases" and "how and
when to image it". To this end, I wrote software that controlled the flex-
ible detection of the adaptive light sheet microscope for an autonomous
data acquisition with optimized spatial and temporal resolution adapted
to the sample dynamics. The microscope had two different actions, ei-
ther it took a low-resolution classification stack to determine the state of
the sample or it started the data acquisition mode, which was a predefined
complex imaging task with temporal and spatial resolution optimized
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54 MATLAB 2016b
55 Python 3.5.2
56 LabView 2013 (64-bit)
for the dynamics to be measured. To determine the sample state, I wrote
software that can first localize all the cells and classify the state of all cells
based on fluorescence images. For the microscope to only start the data
acquisition mode, when the cells are in the state of interest, I defined a rule-
set specifying how and when the microscope should react depending on
the assigned class. The first version of the segmentation and the machine
learning code for classification was written in MATLAB54. For the clas-
sification with Random-forrests and the Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN) and all other software I used Python 55. The whole software code
was translated from MATLAB to Python after a working classification
pipeline was found.
During the acquisition, the Python script is called by the microscope con-
trol software, which was mainly written in LabView 56. The design of the
microscope control software is described in Section 8.3.2.
5 .2 .1 teaching the microscope how a zebrafish looks like
The microscope should adapt its detection scheme spatially as well as
temporally to the sample state. To this end, the microscope needs to lo-
calize all the spindles. I decided to obtain the position of the spindle by
segmentation of the fluorescent images (Section 5.2.3). For a robust seg-
mentation I tested different fluorescently labeled, intracellular structures,
which could serve as marker to localize the spindle and to classify the
cell cycle state (Section 5.2.2).
fluorescent 3D stack
3D mask
classfication classfication
3D positions3D segmentation
cropped stacks
CNNmachine-learning
F igure 5 .7 Design of the classification software. Two different classification ap-
proaches were tested: First, classification by machine learning algorithms based on the
features extracted from the segmented mask (left). Second, classification via CNN based
on cropped images of the spindle (right).
For the temporal trigger, the microscope needs to detect the cell state
of the sample. For this cell cycle classification, I tried two different ap-
proaches: first, a machine learning approach classifying the images based
on the extracted features from the segmented histone images (Section 5.2.6).
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Second, classification by CNN based on cropped images of the mitotic
spindle (Section 5.2.7). The two approaches shared the segmentation step
but classified the cell by different methods. A simplified overview of the
two different approaches can be seen in Figure 5.7.
5 .2 .2 finding a fluorescent marker for cell cycle
classification
To study the mitotic spindle dynamics with the optimal lateral resolution,
the microscope needs to zoom onto cells in metaphase and acquire stacks
with optimized acquisition parameters. To this end, the position of each
cell needs to be determined from acquired fluorescence images to detect
the cell state of each cell. Thus, for an adaptive detection of the mitotic
spindle dynamics, a fluorescent marker was needed, which could be used
to localize the spindles and to classify the cell state.
To this end, I looked for a fluorescent marker fulfilling the following cri-
teria. First, to localize the spindle, the marker had to label it. Second, to
detect the cell cycle phase of each cell, the marker needed to undergo a
clear change in intensity or shape as the cell goes through its cell cycle.
Third, for a detection of the marker in all cell phases, the marker should
be present with a clear structure in all cell cycle phases. The early devel-
opment is an information-rich phase to study spindle scaling in vivo as
cells and mitotic spindles change dramatically in size during early de-
velopment. To study spindle scaling in this phase, the marker should be
expressed in the early development of the zebrafish embryo (first ten cell
divisions).
Injection of mRNA encoding a fluorescently tagged marker into the ze-
brafish as it is routinely done for many zebrafish experiments was not
applicable for this task since the expression of injected mRNA takes a
few cell cycles but the fluorescent signal was needed from cell cycle one
on. Therefore, I decided to first test already available transgenic zebrafish
lines. Thus, the availability of transgenic zebrafish lines in Dresden was
also considered for the choice of the additional marker.
As a first and obvious candidate, I tested the fluorescent signal of the
mitotic spindle itself in the transgenic line Tg(bactin:EGFP-DCX), which
inherently could be used to localize the spindle. It also changed its in-
tensity as well as its shape during the progression through the cell cycle
(Figure 5.8).
However, during interphase the fluorescent signal of the microtubules
was very homogeneous, showing no clear structure such that the signal
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F igure 5 .8 Maximum intensity projections of fluorescent images showing the trans-
genic zebrafish embryo Tg(bactin:EGFP-DCX) in the four cell stage at different cell cycle
phases. Scale bar, 200 µm.
could not be used for localization (Figure 5.8 a). Additionally, the segmen-
tation of the spindle was also hindered by the high fluorescent signal at
the cell boundaries and the complex shape with the spindle body and
the two asters (Figure 5.8). Thus, I decided to use an additional marker
for cell cycle classification.
I considered and tested different fluorescent markers for the localiza-
tion of the spindle and the cell cycle classification. I tested the prolif-
erating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), a DNA processivity factor essential
for DNA replication. PCNA localizes in the nucleus and is widely used
to label cells in S-phase (Leung et al., 2011). It also has been used as a
marker for cell cycle classification in zebrafish neuroepithelia (Leung et
al., 2011). Recently, also a cell cycle classification and tracking software
using PCNA as marker in cells has been published (Zerjatke et al., 2017).
As the transgenic zebrafish line Tg(bactin:EGFP-PCNA) was available, I
tested the PCNA signal as a cell cycle marker (Figure 5.9 a). The PCNA
signal showed a clear nuclear localization and a strong fluorescent sig-
nal in interphase. However, during metaphase the signal was too faint
to be detected and could not serve as a marker to localize spindles in
metaphase.
As a second marker, I tested fluorescently tagged histones, which have
been already successfully used for cell cycle classification and are rou-
tinely used for cell detection (Conrad et al., 2011; McDole et al., 2018).
In contrast to PCNA, fluorescently tagged histones were present and
formed a clear structure in each cell cycle phase allowing cell cycle clas-
sification and localization with a single marker.
I tested different transgenic zebrafish lines with fluorescently labeled
histones and started with Tg(h2afva:h2afva-GFP), which has successfully
been used for nuclear tracking at later stages in zebrafish larva (Schott
et al., 2018). Surprisingly, the zebrafish embryo showed a strong cytoplas-
mic signal and hardly any nuclear localization during the first cell cycles
of zebrafish development (Figure 5.9 b). Therefore, the transgenic line
could not be used as a cell cycle marker for early development.
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Figure 5 .9 Maximum intensity projections from fluorescent stacks of different trans-
genic zebrafish lines tested for cell cycle classification and spindle localization. (a) The
transgenic zebrafish Tg(bactin:EGFP-PCNA) showed a strong fluorescent nuclear sig-
nal in interphase but no nuclear localization in metaphase. Scale bar, 200 µm. (b) The
Tg(h2afva:h2afva-GFP) showed a strong cytoplasmic signal with little to no nuclear lo-
calization. Scale bar, 200 µm (whole embryo) and scale bar, 30 µm (single cell). (c) The
Tg(bactin:H2B-RFP) showed the expected nuclear localization also in early development.
Scale bar, 200 µm.
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In contrast, the Tg(bactin:H2B-RFP) line showed a clear nuclear localiza-
tion (Figure 5.9 c) in the first cell division. Thus, I decided to use the
Tg(bactin:H2B-RFP) for the cell detection and cell cycle classification. The
better partition of the H2B histone might be explained by the fact that the
H2B is the lowest abundant histone in the early zebrafish development
and therefore may be a limiting component for nucleosome formation
(Joseph et al., 2017).
Thus, I decided to cross the microtubule reporter line Tg(bactin:EGFP-
DCX) and the histone reporter line Tg(bactin:H2B-RFP) to create a double
transgenic line Tg(bactin:EGFP-DCX, bactin:H2B-RFP) 57 (Figure 5.10).
The histone signal was used for localization of the spindles and the micro-
tubule signal was used to study the mitotic spindle.
5 .2 .3 segmentation of the fluorescent histone signal for
spindle localization and cell cycle classification
After the right marker was found and the double-transgenic zebrafish
line was established, the classification pipeline needed to be developed
and trained. For the training of the classifier, I acquired time-lapse data
on my microscope of the double-transgenic line Tg(bactin:EGFP-DCX,
bactin:H2B-RFP) (Figure 5.10). As a first step of the classification pipeline,
the software had to localize the spindle. To this end, I decided to segment
the histone channel in 3D (Figure 5.11).
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F igure 5 .10 Maximum intensity projections of the newly created double transgenic
zebrafish line Tg(bactin:EGFP-DCX, bactin:H2B-RFP) in the four cell stage in different
cell cycle phases. (a) Microtubule signal showing the progression of the mitotic spindle
through the different cell cycle phases. (b) Fluorescent histone signal. (c) Overlay of the
microtubule and histone signal (cyan: microtubules, red: histones). Scale bar, 100 µm.
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F igure 5 .11 Segmentation of the fluorescent histone signal. (a) Maximum intensity
projections of the histone channel of the double transgenic zebrafish line Tg(bactin:EGFP-
DCX, bactin:H2B-RFP) in the four cell stage. (b) Maximum intensity projections of the
segmented three-dimensional mask capturing the shape changes the nuclei underwent
during the cell cycle. Scale bar, 100 µm.
To enhance the signal and improve the segmentation, the acquired data-
set needed to be filtered. Each acquired time-point was a 3D stack of
2048 x 2048 px per plane and I usually acquired 300-400 planes to cap-
ture the whole embryo. Filtering this huge data set, which was about
3 GB of data, was very time-consuming. Thus, I decided to reduce the
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image size before filtering by a factor of two to 1024x1024 px per plane.
Thereby the data size was reduced by a factor of four to less than 1 GB. As
the stacks were only used for classification and the image size needed to
be reduced anyway during post-processing, I decided to bin the camera
pixel for the acquisition of the classification stacks. Thus, no resizing dur-
ing post-processing was required anymore and higher frame rates could
be used as the intensity per pixel increased four times when the cam-
era was binned by a factor of two. The reduced stack was filtered with a
Difference of Gaussian filter (DoG) to increase the signal of the histones
and reduce the background. The filtered image was thresholded using a
maximum entropy threshold 58. Segmented objects far smaller than nu-
clei and objects touching the image boundary were removed from the bi-
nary mask. Remaining artifacts were filtered during image classification.
The obtained 3D mask (Figure 5.11 b) was used to localize nuclei and to
extract intensity as well as morphological features from the segmented
nuclei.
5 .2 .4 manual cell cycle classification to create a
ground truth dataset
For the training of any supervised machine learning approach a ground
truth data set was needed. Therefore, I classified the fluorescent nuclear
images to create a ground truth data set for training of the machine learn-
ing classifier. I wrote a graphical user interface (GUI) to classify the ac-
quired time-lapse data. The GUI was written in Python 59 using the Qt
framework 60(Figure 5.12).
The GUI loaded the maximum intensity projections, the coordinates and
the IDs of the segmented nuclei for a full time-lapse. The microtubule
and the nuclear signal of the same time-point were shown next to each
other for an easier manual classification. The IDs of the selected time-
point were listed. The nuclei could be selected by their ID and were
marked in both fluorescent images with a color coded circle identifying
the classified state. The nuclei could be assigned five different classes:
interphase, prophase, metaphase, anaphase and artifact. The artifact class was
used to assign all particles that were segmented but were no nuclei. This
class turned out to be very beneficial to remove all mis-segmented par-
ticles from the analysis. The assigned labels were saved with the IDs of
the nuclei in a separate .csv file.
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F igure 5 .12 Graphical user interface for the manual classification of fluorescent im-
ages. The two panels showed a maximum intensity projection of the microtubule signal
(DCX-GFP) and the nuclear signal (H2B-RFP). The selected nuclei (multiple selection
was also possible) were highlighted with a color code indicating the assigned label. Four
nuclei were labeled as prophase (yellow) and one particle as artifact (blue). The contrast
could be controlled by two horizontal sliders. The label of the selected nuclei could be
controlled by check boxes and all nuclei were listed with their IDs in a list. The user
could navigate through the loaded time-lapse by ’Prev’ and ’Next’ buttons to show the
previous or next time-point. The assigned labels with the IDs of the nuclei were saved by
pressing the ’Save’ button.
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5 .2 .5 feature extraction for machine learning based
classification
For the training of the machine learning algorithm different features of
the segmented images were extracted. As the shape as well as the inten-
sity of the nuclei changed during progression through the cell cycle, both
types of features were extracted for training of the machine learning clas-
sifier. The features were extracted from the segmented histone channel
using a MATLAB script61. To extract the changes in intensity, the mean
and the first seven moments of intensity were calculated. For the mor-
phology features, the area, eccentricity, major and minor axis length, the
solidity and the convex area were extracted. Extracted features of every
measurement were normalized by using a z-score to reduce possible arti-
facts due to different imaging conditions on different days. This feature
scaling procedure also ensured that every feature counted proportionally
(feature scaling). First results were promising and showed that features
changed depending on the cell cycle phase and the segmentation and the
feature extraction were able to capture it (Figure 5.13).
5 .2 .6 machine learning based cell cycle classification
Based on the extracted features, the classifier should determine in which
of the four classes interphase, prophase, metaphase or anaphase each cell was
or whether it was a segmentation artifact and not a nucleus. Since many
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Figure 5 .13 Average extracted features from the segmented nuclei of a single embryo
with an overlay of the assigned cell cycle phase.
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classes were needed for this task, a multi-class classifier was required.
To classify the cell phase based on the extracted features two different
classifiers were tested: multi-class support vector machine (SVM) and
random forests.
Inspired by the work of Conrad et al. (2011), who used a SVM for the cell
cycle classification of single cells for the automation of complex imaging
tasks, I tried to use a multi-class SVM for the classification of the seg-
mented nuclei. SVM is a supervised machine learning algorithm. The
algorithm tries to separate points belonging to different classes in the
n-dimensional feature space (with n being the number of features) with
a (n− 1) dimensional hyperplane. The best hyperplane is the one sepa-
rating the different classes with the largest separation. SVM is a binary
classifier but different approaches of multi-class SVM algorithms have
been developed. One approach, which is implemented in the used SVM
library 62, splits the multi-class classification task into multiple binary-
classification tasks.
As a second classifier I tried the Random Forrest classifier 63 as it was
recommended by Florian Jug (MPI-CSBD). A random forest is a classifier
that fits multiple decision tree classifiers on various sub-samples of the
dataset. The results of the multiple decision trees are averaged whereby
the accuracy is increased and the random forest is less prone to over-
fitting.
Both classifiers were trained with the fifteen extracted features from seg-
mented nuclei and corresponding manually annotated classes. The train-
ing data were split into a training and a test set. The training set was
used to fit the model. The SVM was trained on 900 segmented and man-
ually classified nuclei and the Random Forrest was trained on 540 nuclei.
The performance of the trained classifier on the unseen test set is listed
in Table 5.3.
Both classifiers classified the unseen data with an accuracy much higher
than a classification by chance, meaning the classifiers learned to distin-
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Table 5 .3 Classification results of SVM and the Random Forest, classifying the cell
state based on the extracted features of the segmented nuclei.
Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score
SVM 0.56 0.55 0.56 0.55
Random
Forrest
0.54 0.54 0.53 0.53
guish different cell cycle phases to some extent. However, the results of
both classifier were not satisfying as an accuracy of about 50 % meant
that 50 % of the nuclei were mis-classified. As the microscope should be
optimized to study the mitotic spindle, the microscope should only start
to acquire data if cells were in metaphase. However, if 50 % of nuclei were
mis-classified, the microscope would start imaging although the cell was
not in metaphase and also miss cells, which were in metaphase.
Most probably the classification results could have been improved by
more training data and more advanced feature engineering. However,
first attempts of feature engineering did not improve the performance
significantly. For example, adding the aspect ratio of short and long axis
did not improve the classification accuracy. This was surprising, as the as-
pect ratio seemed to be a very descriptive feature of the cell phases when
looking at the fluorescent images especially at the round interphase nu-
cleus and the elongated histones at the metaphase plate. Another tuning
parameter to improve the classification accuracy would be to increase
the number of training samples by acquiring and classifying more sam-
ples since the training set was rather small. These issues could have been
solved by investing more time into this approach. However, two issues
were inherently built in this classification strategy: First, the classifica-
tion relied on the extracted features from the segmented histone channel.
Thus, the classification accuracy depended on the quality of the segmen-
tation, which was strongly affected by the image quality. Second, the nu-
clear shape and intensity changed its appearance not only in different cell
cycle phases but also in different developmental stages. Thus, it was dif-
ficult to manually engineer new features descriptive for the five classes
throughout early zebrafish development. Instead of trying to tune the
features or acquire more training data, I decided to try a different kind
of classifier.
5 .2 .7 cell cycle classification by convolutional neural
networks
As the classification approaches based on segmentation and manual en-
gineering of features did not deliver satisfying results, a different kind
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of classifier was needed. Convolutional neural networks (CNN) are a
method to classify images conceptually inspired by the organization of
the visual cortex64. CNNs are a representation learning method that con-
sists of simple non-linear modules, each transforming the representation
at one level into a more abstract representation (Figure 5.14). By the com-
position of many of these simple transformations (layer), complex func-
tions can be learned (LeCun et al., 2015). A key advantage of CNNs is
that the raw data (images) can be directly used as an input for the CNN.
Thus, the classification was independent of the segmentation quality and
the feature extraction. Thus, no cumbersome hand-engineering of fea-
tures was required for an optimization of the classification performance,
as CNNs learn the features while training.
Using a CNN for the classification of the cell state, no segmentation of
the nuclei was needed to extract features from images. Instead images of
spindles and nuclei could be directly used as input for the classification.
However, the acquired time-lapse data of developing zebrafish embryos
showed many cells and they were not all necessarily in the same cell state.
Thus, the 3D image stack needed to be split into substacks, each showing
only a single cell. The centroids of segmented nuclei were used to localize
each cell in the developing zebrafish embryo in 3D. In contrast to the
machine learning approach, here segmentation of nuclei was performed
to detect nuclei. This was less critical for classification since the correct
representation of the shape was irrelevant and it only mattered whether
all nuclei were detected. The nuclear centroids were used to crop each
cell out of the stack in 3D. From each of these substacks a maximum
intensity projection along z was created and the resulting images were
resized to 32x32 px and used to train the CNN.
The CNN was written in Python using Keras (Chollet, 2015) and Tensor-
Flow (Abadi et al., 2016). The used CNN was inspired by the architecture
of the VGG-network (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015). It was composed
of five convolutional layers and two dense layers (Figure 5.14 b). Each
convolutional layer was followed by a ReLU activation, which is the most
commonly used activation function these days (Glorot et al., 2011; Hahn-
loser et al., 2000). In total the CNN had 149,093 trainable parameter.
To create the ground truth training data, the same GUI (Section 5.2.4)
was used to manually annotate the acquired data. Already manually
classified training data could be reused, only the image stacks had to
be cropped around the extracted centroids. The CNN was trained with
2804 samples. Since CNNs tend to overfit and the number of samples was
rather low, data augmentation was used to increase the data set. To this
end, virtual training data was generated by rotating, flipping, zooming in
and shifting the original training images to improve the performance of
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F igure 5 .14 Scheme of the used CNN. (a) Simplified visualization of the building
blocks of the used CNN. (b) Scheme of the used CNN architecture for cell cycle classifi-
cation.
the trained model. The CNN architectures are optimized for RGB images
expecting an image with three layers as input. Both, histone and micro-
tubule channel could be used as input for the CNN. The three layers
were constructed by concatenating one image of the histone channel and
two images of the spindle channel (Figure 5.14 a). That the microtubules
channel could also be used for classification, was another advantage com-
pared to the machine learning approach, in which the information of the
microtubules channel was neglected due to the difficulty of segmentation.
The extracted images and a vector containing the corresponding classes
were used as input for the training of the CNN. The training data was
split into a training set (60 %), a validation set (20 %) and a test set (20 %).
The validation set was used to tune the hyperparameters of the model
by evaluating the trained model. The test set was used to quantify the
model performance on unseen data.
For the training of the CNN the spindle and the histone channel could
be used. However, this classification mode required that the sample had
a microtubule and a histone label and the microscope needed to acquire
both channels. This required more time for classification, which was im-
practical for some measurements. Thus, I also trained the same CNN ar-
chitecture only on the histone channel by concatenating three maximum
intensity projections of the histone channel. For the single channel train-
ing, I chose the histone channel and not the microtubule channel as the
histone channel had to be acquired anyway to localize the spindle. For
both datasets, only histone data and histone combined with microtubule
data, the CNN performed very well with an accuracy of >97 % evaluated
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on the training data. Thus, the fairly small CNN was sufficiently complex
to fit the underlying function.
Table 5.4 shows the performance of the CNNs evaluated on the unseen
test data and trained on the histone and the microtubule channels and
trained only on the histone channel.
Table 5 .4 Classification results of the CNN evaluated on the test set. For the CNN
trained on the histone and the microtubule images or trained only on the histone images.
CNN trained on Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score
MT and histone 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89
histone 0.78 0.81 0.74 0.78
The classification based on the histone and microtubule channel obtained
an F1 score = 0.89, whereas the classification based only on the histone
channel performed slightly worse with an F1 score = 0.78. This clearly
shows that the additional information from the microtubule channel helps
the classification. Both CNNs performed drastically better than any of the
tried machine learning approaches.
The performance on the unseen test data was still far below the perfor-
mance on the training data. Thus, the CNN architecture was complex
enough to fit the underlying function but fitted the training data too well
to generalize to unseen data (overfitting). Three measures were already
taken to improve the generalization of the model. First, I performed data
augmentation to virtually increase the training data. Second, I reduced
the CNN architecture complexity and third, I added four dropout lay-
ers (Figure 5.14). Dropout is a method to reduce overfitting in neural
networks. By randomly ignoring (droping) a certain subset of neurons in
the neural network, co-adaptations of neurons could be prevented, which
reduces the tendency of overfitting the data (Hinton et al., 2012). For a
better performance of the presented CNN more training data needs to be
acquired to reduce the overfitting and less complex CNN architectures
could be trained to find the minimal network architecture for fitting the
underlying function.
5 .2 .8 characterization and simulation of zebrafish cell
cycle
The CNN determined the cell state in a given fluorescent image. For au-
tonomous data acquisition, a method was needed to decide if the micro-
scope should start the data acquisition mode or wait depending on the
state of the cells. As a first attempt, I decided to define a static ruleset.
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To test and compare different rulesets, I simulated the zebrafish cell cycle
for my experimental conditions. To this end, I measured the cell cycle
length and the length of each cell cycle phase for five embryos for the first
ten cell divisions at my experimental conditions. For these experiments
the temperature was tightly regulated to be at θ = 27 ◦C and measured
over the whole course of the experiment (Figure 5.15).
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F igure 5 .15 Cell cycle characterization at the experimental conditions for two differ-
ent embryos. (a) Time course of the development of two embryos classified into inter-
phase (IP), prophase (PP), metaphase (MP) and anaphase (AP). (b) Dwell times of the
four cell cycle phases measured for five embryos.
As the microscope automatically classified the cell state for each acquired
time-point (Figure 5.15 a) the length of each cell phase could be easily
extracted by manually correcting mis-classified time-points and simply
measuring the length of each phase from the classified data. The ex-
tracted cell phases from five different embryos from three measurement
days lengths are listed in Table 5.5.
Table 5 .5 Average cell cycle dwell times extracted from the cell cycle characterization
measurements.
cell cycle phase interphase prophase metaphase anaphase cell cycle
duration (s) 396± 65 168± 43 183± 71 198± 50 942± 121
duration (min) 6.6± 1.1 2.81± 0.72 3.1± 1.2 3.31± 0.85 15.7± 2.0
The measured cell cycle duration of (15.7± 2.0)min agreed very well
with the published cell cycle duration of 15 min (Kane, 1999; Kane and
Kimmel, 1993; Olivier et al., 2010). The measured values were used to
simulate the zebrafish cell cycle and test and optimize different rulesets
using the simulated zebrafish cell cycle (Figure 5.16).
5 .2 .9 optimization of the ruleset
The goal of the ruleset was to determine how the microscope should re-
act depending on the class of all classified cells. The microscope should
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be optimized to study the zebrafish during early development. During
this developmental phase, cell divisions were nearly synchronous. Thus,
at each time-point the CNN classified nearly all cells to be in the same
cell cycle state and I decided to use only this state as input for the ruleset.
I defined this state as the state of the fish, which I determined by taking
the most common class of all classified objects at each time-point65. This
majority vote made the ruleset more robust against mis-classifications of
single cells but it also limited the applicability to early zebrafish embryo-
genesis
The input of the ruleset, the state of the fish, could have four different val-
ues namely interphase, prophase, metaphase or anaphase. For each case an
action of the microscope needed to be defined. The microscope had two
different actions, either it took another classification stack after a certain
waiting time or it would start the data acquisition mode, which was a pre-
defined complex imaging task depending on the data to be acquired. For
each state of the fish the ruleset needed to state whether the microscope
should start the data acquisition or whether it should take another clas-
sification stack after waiting for a certain while. Also the waiting times
before taking a new classification stack and after being in the data acqui-
sition mode had to be optimized for every case.
Thus, it was essential to find the best time-point to start the data acqui-
sition mode. I decided to use prophase or more precisely when the fish
was classified as being in prophase as a trigger to start the data acqui-
sition mode. Prophase is the preexisting phase before metaphase. The
whole pipeline from the data acquisition to the classification took about
45 s. Thus, the fish had already developed further before the microscope
could react and the fish was either already in metaphase when the data
acquisition should have started or soon to be in metaphase as prophase
was the shortest phase of the cell cycle with less than 3 min. In the case
of the fish being classified as being in any of the other three classes, the
microscope should wait for a certain time depending on the class and
then take another classification stack (Figure 5.16).
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Figure 5 .16 Cell cycle simulation and ruleset optimization.
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For quantifying the success of the chosen ruleset, the true state and the
predicted state of the fish were considered. The true state of the fish,
could be either in metaphase, which I defined as the positive condition,
or not in metaphase, which I defined as the negative condition. For both
conditions, the microscope could classify the state of the fish correctly:
Image the fish when it is in metaphase (true positive (tp)) and not image
the fish when it is not in metaphase (true negative (tn)). However, if
the fish was classified incorrectly: The microscope would image the fish
although it is not in metaphase (false positive ( f p)) and not image although
it is in metaphase (false negative ( f n)).
Using these four scenarios the success of the ruleset could be quantified.
Optimally, one would like to capture all important events and at the same
time only acquire relevant data. How close one was to these two oppos-
ing goals was quantified by precision and recall:
precision =
tp
tp + f p
(5.3)
recall =
tp
tp + f n
. (5.4)
Precision describes how relevant the acquired data was and recall quan-
tifies how complete the acquired data was. In an ideal experiment, pre-
cision and recall would be close to 1, meaning that the fish was only
imaged when it was in metaphase (precision) and no metaphase was
missed (recall). The chosen ruleset with the optimized waiting times was
tested by simulating 10 experiments with 10 cell cycles, each as depicted
in Figure 5.16 and gave
precision = 0.511± 0.019 (5.5)
recall = 0.82± 0.17 . (5.6)
This quantification showed that the algorithm hardly missed any meta-
phase, but about 49 % of the time the fish was imaged although it was not
in metaphase and unnecessary information was acquired. For the start of
the data collection it was important to not miss any relevant event and
irrelevant data could be manually deleted. If the data collection was at a
point that only data of certain quality was needed and missing a meta-
phase time-point was acceptable, the ruleset could be easily tuned for a
higher precision taking into account a lower recall. Thus, the ruleset gave
the possibility to tune the data acquisition either for the data relevance
or quantity.
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5 .3 autonomous data acquisition
After the ruleset was optimized in silico, it was adapted on the microscope.
To this end, the rules and waiting times were written in a Python script
that was called by the microscope control software after every classifica-
tion stack. For acquiring an autonomous time-lapse two different types
of stacks needed to be defined depending on the data to be acquired.
Classification stacks The classification stack should acquire a snapshot
of the whole zebrafish embryo to classify all the present cells. Thus, the
magnification (M) was typically chosen low such that the whole embryo
fitted into the FOV. Two different classification modes could be used. Ei-
ther only the histone channel was acquired and classified, or the histone
and the microtubules channel (if present) were acquired and for the clas-
sification both channels were taken into account. The classification on
both channels was more reliable but took longer as two channels needed
to be acquired. For the detection of the cells, the histone channel needed
to be filtered and segmented. As this was a very time consuming step
the classification stack was typically binned to decrease the data size and
keeping the same field of view. At the same time the binning of 2× led to
four times higher signal per pixel allowing shorter exposure times. The
time between stacks ∆t, which is typically a user defined parameter for
standard time-lapse imaging was determined by the ruleset after every
classification stack.
Data acquisition mode The data acquisition mode should acquire a high
resolution snapshot of each detected spindle or a high resolution 4D
recording of single molecule dynamics of a single spindle. Thus, the mi-
croscope zoomed onto each spindle and imaged it with a high magni-
fication. The maximal magnification was set by the magnification upper
bound Mmaxtot , for the 16× objective corresponding to a total magnification
of Mmaxtot = 68× and for the 25× objective to Mmaxtot = 94×. Which spindle
to image was decided based on the classification probability. If snapshots
of many spindles should be taken, the microscope started imaging the
spindle with the highest and continued with the second highest until the
data acquisition time was over. This data acquisition time was defined
in the ruleset and was the average metaphase dwell time. Thus, after
the data acquisition time, the embryo was most likely not in metaphase
anymore. If 4D data from a single spindle had to be acquired only the
spindle with the highest classification probability was imaged.
The two different acquisition modes served different purposes and were
therefore acquired with different acquisition parameters. Typical parame-
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ters for the low resolution, static classification stack and the dynamic high
resolution data acquisition mode are listed in Table 5.6.
5 .3 .1 adapting the detection to the zebrafish cell cycle
for information-rich data collection
To demonstrate the autonomous data acquisition, a zebrafish embryo
Tg(bactin:EGFP-DCX, bactin:H2B-RFP) was imaged. The cells were classi-
fied only on the histone channel (Figure 5.17 a). The data acquisition was
predefined such that the microscope zoomed on each positive cell and
took a high resolution snapshot of the microtubules channel (Figure 5.17
b).
When the acquisition was started, the embryo was in the two-cell stage.
The CNN classified one cell as being in metaphase (red) and the other one
as being in anaphase (blue). Mis-segmented particles at the cell bound-
ary were correctly classified as artifact (light gray) (Figure 5.17 a). Thus,
the fish was classified as being in metaphase. Consequently, the micro-
scope did not start the data acquisition mode as the cells were most
probably not in metaphase anymore when the microscope would have
started the data acquisition. Since metaphase in the two cell stage was
missed, the microscope waited for 8.8 min (530 sec) before the next clas-
sification stack was acquired (Figure 5.17 c). The fish was classified as
being in interphase and another classification after a short waiting time
of 2.6 min (156 sec) was started, which again was classified as interphase.
In the following classification stack, which was started again after 2.6 min
(156 sec), two of the four cells were classified as being in prophase and
the data acquisition mode started. The microscope zoomed onto each of
the two cells and acquired a high magnification stack of each of the two
cells (Figure 5.17 b). After data acquisition, the microscope waited for
10.9 min (653 sec) before staring the next classification stack.
The time-lapse continued acquiring data autonomously. In total, the mi-
croscope started the data acquisition seven times and did not miss a meta-
phase from the 4-cell stage to the 256-cell stage. After the 256-cell stage,
Table 5 .6 Typical parameter of the data acquisition (DAQ stack) and classification
stack (class stack) including the magnification M, the time between stack ∆t.
M binning channel z-step exp. time ∆t ROI
class
stack
low 2× histone
(histone, MT)
coarse short - embryo
DAQ
stack
high 1× depending
on DAQ
fine short short spindle
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every classification stack was classified as being in interphase showing
that the software broke down for the later stages.
In summary, the presented software could detect the cell cycle state of
individual cells from fluorescent images and autonomously regulate the
flexible detection of the adaptive light sheet microscope. Using this new
type of adaptive light sheet microscope, I demonstrated the first autonomous
time-lapse of mitotic spindle scaling in a freely developing zebrafish em-
bryo.
5 .4 measurement of spindle scaling during early
zebrafish development
To understand the mechanism underlying spindle scaling, we need to
characterize the mitotic spindle scaling in the early zebrafish develop-
ment. The early development of zebrafish is characterized by rapid and
synchronous cell divisions in the absence of growth. Thus, the cell size
500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
Time (s)
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c Time course
Classification stacksa
F igure 5 .17 Autonomous and adaptive time-lapse of Tg(bactin:EGFP-DCX, bactin:H2B-RFP). (a) Low resolution
classification with an overlay of the classification. The color of the frame indicates the classification of the embryo
(green = interphase, yellow = prophase, red = metaphase). (b) High resolution data-acquisition stacks of all cells
classified to be in prophase during the classification. (c) Time course of the autonomous time-lapse showing the
timing of data acquisition (black) and classification stacks. The color of the classification stacks indicates the assigned
class of the embryo.
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Germany
changes by orders of magnitude within hours of development and the
mitotic spindle adapts to the changed cell size.
The most promising theory for spindle scaling assumes the existence of
a limiting component regulating spindle size. As cells divide the avail-
ability of this component is reduced and spindles decrease in size. Based
on this model, I expect cytoplasmic components to scale with the cell vol-
ume. As the scaling of the mitotic spindle in zebrafish embryos has not
been systematically studied, we decided to characterize the spindle size
as a function of cell size during the first hours of zebrafish development.
To achieve this, we developed a software pipeline that can determine the
cell volume and the spindle size from acquired 3D stacks.
For this part of my thesis, I worked in close collaboration with Elisa Rieck-
hoff. We both performed experiments and developed the presented soft-
ware pipeline for the spindle analysis and the boundary segmentation
together. We optimized the presented software pipeline for the cell vol-
ume segmentation and spindle analysis. The analysis of the acquired
data is still ongoing work.
5 .4 .1 mapping the mitotic spindle scaling in a developing
zebrafish embryo
To measure scaling of the mitotic spindle during early development of
zebrafish, we used two labeling strategies. First, we used a double trans-
genic line with a microtubule marker and a spindle marker66. Second, we
injected fluorescently labeled porcine tubulin into a transgenic zebrafish
embryo with a membrane marker67,68. We imaged the embryos on the
microscope presented in Chapter 5 or on a commercial light sheet micro-
scope69.
To be able to use adaptive imaging for the embryo, we needed a histone
label. However, the double transgenic line had no histone marker and
there was no transgenic zebrafish line with a membrane and a histone
marker for the tubulin injection available. Thus, we imaged the embryo
in the standard time-lapse mode, taking a stack every 2 min to capture the
metaphase for every cell state. From the acquired time-lapse, we selected
the time-points of metaphase manually after acquisition (Figure 5.18).
5 .4 .2 image analysis for the measurement of mitotic
spindle length and volume
To measure the mitotic spindle length, we marked the centrosome posi-
tions in the 3D stacks of the microtubule signal using Vaa3D (Peng et al.,
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Figure 5 .18 Maximum intensity projections of the transgenic zebrafish line
Tg(bactin:utrophin-mCherry) injected with labeled tubulin in metaphase at different de-
velopmental stages. (a) Microtubule signal showing the mitotic spindle. (b) Fluorescent
signal of the actin cortex. (c) Overlay of the microtubule and actin cortex signal (cyan:
microtubules, red: membrane). Scale bar, 100 µm.
2014; Peng et al., 2010) or Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012). We used a custom-
written Python script to automatically update the selected centrosome
position by a Gaussian fit of the centrosome, if necessary and to calculate
the distance between centrosomes.
For the segmentation of the spindle volume, the custom-written Python
software cropped each spindle out of the 3D stack with a margin such
that the whole spindle was in the 3D substack. Based on the centrosome
positions, the spindle was first rotated such that it was parallel to the xy-
plane and then such that the spindle axis was orthogonal to the yz-plane.
Alignment of spindles eased visualization and analysis of the spindle
profiles. The aligned spindles were filtered and segmented to measure
the spindle volume.
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5 .4 .3 measurements of cell volume
To measure the cell volume, we used the transgenic line Tg(bactin:utrophin-
mCherry), which had a fluorescently tagged utrophin, a cytoskeletal pro-
tein binding actin as membrane marker. To segment the boundary of
each cell and to determine the cell volume, a homogeneous signal com-
pletely encapsulating each cell and thereby separating neighboring cells
would be instrumental.
However, we encountered three main challenges when segmenting the
membrane marker. First, the fluorescent signal of the fluorescently tagged
utrophin was inhomogeneous. Signal originating from the most outer
membrane was very strong compared to the internal membranes (Fig-
ure 5.19). This could be partly explained by the imaging process, as
the excited fluorescent light from the most outer membrane experienced
less scattering and absorption since the excitation light did not need to
travel through the cytoplasm. Second, another hurdle to segment cells
was the missing of membrane patches between the yolk cell and blas-
tomeres (Olivier et al., 2010) (Figure 5.19 a). This made separating the
yolk cell from the blastomeres challenging. The third difficulty for the
segmentation of the membrane were gaps in the fluorescent signal or
even complete absence of any fluorescent signals in membrane between
cells (Figure 5.19).
F igure 5 .19 Slices of the 3D stack membrane signal showing the difficulties of the
segmentation. (a) Single slice of the 3D stack of the embryo in the 4-cell stage. White
broken line indicate the missing membrane signal between the blastomeres and between
the blastomeres and the yolk cell. (b) Slice of the 3D stack of the embryo in the 64-
cell stage showing the inhomogeneous signal and the strong intensity of the most outer
boundary. Scale bar, 200 µm.
To overcome the described difficulties arising from the uneven labeling
of the membrane, we tried different strategies. First, we tried RACE devel-
oped by Stegmaier et al. (2016) for the segmentation of large light sheet
data sets. The software segmented each slice by a 2D watershed algo-
rithm and fused the segmented areas to complete the 3D segmentation.
As the membrane signal was not present in all slices the 2D watershed
did not segment cells properly and a 3D fusion of the 2D cell segments
failed.
Next, we tried the machine-learning-based Ilastik pipeline developed by
Sommer et al. (2011), in which the membrane, the cytoplasm and the
background were manually marked. The software learned optimized fil-
ters to enhance the membrane signal (pixel classification). However, as
the membrane signal was not present in some cells, also this approach
did not segment the 3D membrane signal successfully.
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Using the LimeSeg algorithm developed by Machado et al. (2018), we
could segment the cell volumes despite the discontinuous cell membrane
signal. The LimeSeg algorithm is based on the idea of surface elements
attracted by intensity maxima. The initial seeds expanded or shrunk de-
pending on the pressure set by the user (Figure 5.20 a). In a single stack
also many seeds could be defined such that the surfaces of these objects
interacted with each other and most importantly the leaking of one cell
into a neighboring was prevented. Thus, we could segment cells with a
discontinuous membrane signal or even completely missing membrane
signal (Figure 5.20).
3D viewer2D viewer
a b
Figure 5 .20 LimeSeg for cell boundary segmentation. (a) Screenshot of 2D viewer in
Fiji showing a single slice of the membrane signal with an overlay of the segmented mem-
brane and the user defined seeds (yellow circles). (b) Screenshot of 3D viewer showing
the segmented cells of the same embryo.
We used the LimeSeg tool within a custom-written Fiji macro (Schindelin
et al., 2012) and the seeds were either set manually in each cell or the
seeds were loaded from the determined spindle positions. The quality of
segmentation of each cell was inspected and mis-segmented cells were
excluded from the analysis.
5 .4 .4 mitotic spindle length decreases with cell volume
in zebrafish embryos
We analyzed the cell volume and the spindle length separately. To match
the spindle to the corresponding cell volume, the cell and spindle cen-
ter of all cells from a single time-point were compared. The spindles
were matched to the closest cells if the distance between center of the cell
and spindle center was smaller than half the spindle length. The spindle
length as a function of cell volume for a single embryo is displayed in
Figure 5.21.
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F igure 5 .21 Measured spindle length (centrosome-centrosome distance) over the cell
volume for a single embryo from the 4-cell stage to the 512-cell stage. Note the linear in
(a) and the semi-log scale in (b).
The cell volume decreases from the 4-cell stage to the 512-cell stage by
more than two orders of magnitude. Olivier et al. (2010) reported that
the cell volume decreases from about 2 · 106 µm3 in the 16-cell stage to
4 · 104 µm3 in the 512-cell stage in zebrafish embryos. These data agree
well with our measurements confirming the developed analysis pipeline.
Our data show that spindle length and cell volume are clearly correlated
up to a cell size, above which spindle sizes plateaus (4- and 8-cell stage)
(Figure 5.21). This shows that in zebrafish embryos, we have access to
both scaling regimes, which have been previously observed by Crowder
et al. (2015) (compare Section 2.2.2).
In summary, we developed a software analysis pipeline to measure spin-
dle length and volume and to segment the cell volume. We plan to use
this semimanual analysis pipeline to characterize the spindle scaling in
zebrafish embryos starting from the 2-cell stage over the course of devel-
opment.
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I have developed an adaptive light sheet microscope with a dynamically
adaptable magnification. The detection path was extended by a scan mir-
ror to center the region of interest without moving the sample. This new
type of LSFM was optimized for a dynamic adaptation of the detection
scheme.
For autonomous and adaptive detection, I wrote software that can be
trained to detect the sample state based on fluorescent images. I opti-
mized the software to specifically study the mitotic spindle in developing
zebrafish embryos. To this end, I trained a CNN to classify the cell state
based on fluorescent images of the spindle. For the microscope to react
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in a suitable way, I developed a ruleset that stated when the microscope
should start the data acquisition depending on the classification result
from the CNN. To optimize the ruleset, I measured and characterized
the cell cycle of the zebrafish at my experimental conditions. I used the
extracted dwell times to simulate the cell cycle of the zebrafish and to
optimize the rule set in silico. Combining the classification via the CNN
with the optimized ruleset, the microscope adapted its detection tempo-
rally and spatially to the sample state and collected information-rich data.
I demonstrated the first autonomous data acquisition of the mitotic spin-
dle dynamics with an optimized detection scheme in a freely developing
zebrafish embryo.
Together with Elisa Rieckhoff, I developed an analysis pipeline to char-
acterize the spindle length scaling in the zebrafish embryo. We showed
that, we have access to both scaling regimes in vivo by studying spindle
scaling in zebrafish embryos. We now plan to use the presented pipeline
to measure the relative microtubule mass in differently sized spindles.
This measurement together with the measurements of microtubule dy-
namics will allow us to differentiate spindle scaling by a different MT
organization from scaling by a higher number or longer MTs. To this
end, we will measure the fluorescent signal of injected tubulin as a proxy
for the microtubule mass. As a fluorescent control for different imaging
conditions, we plan to inject fluorescent beads into the zebrafish embryo.
Preliminary measurements showed successful inclusion of the injected
beads into the cells without perturbing the spindle dynamics.
During the autonomous time-lapse, the magnification and thereby the
size of the FOV dynamically changed. In the current state of the micro-
scope dimensions of the light sheet were not adapted to the FOV. For
higher axial resolution and contrast, the length and the thickness of the
light sheet should be adapted to a smaller FOV. A simple solution would
be a motorized iris in the back focal plane of the two illumination objec-
tives assuming the ROI is positioned in the center of the FOV. A more so-
phisticated way of adapting the illumination would be to only illuminate
the region or even only the structure of interest as presented by Power
and Huisken (2018). Using this method, the sample would be exposed to
less light and the photon budget would be spent more wisely.
The microscope was optimized for early zebrafish development. To re-
act to the cell state, the software assumed a regular cell cycle as in the
first ten cell cycles. For a broader applicability of the adaptive detection
for later stages, the majority vote for the state of the fish can not be used
anymore as a trigger for the data acquisition since the cell divisions are
not synchronous anymore with the beginning of midblastula transition
(Kane, 1999; Kane and Kimmel, 1993). At this developmental stage, the
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classification of each cell would need to be taken into account and the
microscope would start the acquisition as soon as the first cell is in the
state of interest. To avoid that the microscope starts data acquisition due
to a misclassification of a single cell, a simple threshold could be used:
The data acquisition can only be started if the classification probability
of a cell is above a certain threshold. To switch from the majority vote
to the single cell classification during the time-lapse, the number of cells
could be counted from the segmented nuclei.

Part III
D iscussion

6D I S C U S S I O N A N D O U T L O O K
The sample health is the most important criterion for imaging liv-ing organism. Maintaining sample integrity requires us to imageas gentle as possible and to embed the sample as physiological as
possible such that it is free to turn and grow. However, image quality is
strongly affected by the sample orientation and for imaging dynamic pro-
cesses, a high temporal sampling is needed, which potentially impedes
the sample health.
In this thesis, I have presented two methods for overcoming these trade-
offs by dynamically adapting the detection to the sample for imaging
dynamic processes in living organism while ensuring the sample in-
tegrity.
In large samples there is often only a single orientation giving access to
the region of interest, which is otherwise obscured by scattering tissue.
The presented non-contact method allows to freely orient the sample in
3D during in vivo imaging of growing and developing samples for an
optimized sample orientation over the course of the experiment. Thus,
regions of interests otherwise obscured by scattering tissue can now be
imaged with an optimized image quality.
When imaging processes in living organisms, we need to ensure that
the sample integrity and the observed dynamics are not affected by the
imaging process. The presented adaptive light sheet microscope acquires
multi-resolution recordings with spatial and temporal resolution adapted
to the sample. Adapting the acquisition dynamically to the sample, re-
duces the data overhead and at the same time the number of photons
needed to collect the same amount of information and thereby increases
reliability of the collected data and ensures the sample health.
In this chapter, I give an outlook for possible applications of the adaptive
light sheet microscope and how it could be optimized. Finally, I discuss
how the two separately developed methods could be combined in one
system for acquiring information-rich data from an optimally oriented
sample.
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6 .1 optimization for broader applicability of the
adaptive light sheet microscope
The presented adaptive light sheet microscope was optimized to study
spindle dynamics in zebrafish embryos during early development. In
this section, I will discuss two different approaches to broaden the appli-
cability of this method to other specimen.
6 .1 .1 injection of histones to study any transgenic line
The classification pipeline of the adaptive light sheet microscope was op-
timized for zebrafish embryos with a nuclear marker. To broaden the
applicability to every transgenic zebrafish line, fluorescently labeled hi-
stones could be injected into the single cell zebrafish embryo. Thomas
Quail and Maria Elsner (both Brugués lab) purified Xenopus laevis his-
tones 70 and labeled them with different fluorophores. Preliminary re-
sults showed successful incorporation of injected histones into the nuclei
of zebrafish embryos. After injecting these fluorescently labeled histones,
any transgenic line could be studied autonomously in a cell cycle depen-
dent manner on the adaptive light sheet microscope.
As discussed in Section 5.4.1, measurements of spindle length as a func-
tion of the cell volume could not be measured autonomously because
of the lack of a histone marker. Using injectable histones, the adaptive
light sheet microscope would only acquire data of cells in metaphase and
no manual selection post acquisition would be required. As less stacks
would be required to obtain the same amount of information, the saved
photon budget could be spent to study spindle elongation during meta-
phase, which is an important control when measuring mitotic spindle
length.
Also other subcellular dynamics could be measured autonomously in a
cell cycle dependent manner. For example, to understand the spindle ori-
entation and centering in big cells, the centrosome position, which has
been proposed to predefine the spindle position in big cells (Wühr et al.,
2010) could be measured autonomously.
6 .1 .2 classifier optimization for more adaptive
microscopy
To broaden the applicability even to other model organisms as Drosophila
melanogaster embryos or Caenorhabditis elegans, the whole classification
pipeline needs to be less sample specific. To this end, the detection of
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objects of interest needs to be marker independent and should be learned
during the training for each new model organism.
New computer vision algorithms as the region-based CNN (R-CNN)
(Girshick, 2015; Girshick et al., 2013; Ren et al., 2017) or the You Only
Look Once (YOLO) algorithm (Redmon et al., 2016; Redmon and Farhadi,
2017) combine detection and classification. Objects of interest in the im-
age are localized and classified by CNNs. Thus, images with multiple
objects can be used as input and the regions are detected and classi-
fied. These techniques could be trained to detect the object of interest
(e. g. the spindle) in the state of interest (e. g. metaphase) in an image
of a multicellular organism (e. g. zebrafish embryo). Thus, by training
the algorithm and adjusting the ruleset, any transgenic line could be au-
tonomously studied.
These methods take images as an input and determine the position of
the instances in 2D. For the detection of the instances in 3D, two of these
CNNs could be trained. One CNN would detect the instances laterally
and the other one axially. To this end, one CNN would be trained with the
maximum intensity projection of the xy-plane of the whole embryo for
lateral detection and the second CNN would be trained with maximum
intensity projections of the xz-plane from the same timepoints for axial
detection. Localizing the spindles in 2D laterally (xy-plane) and axially
(xz-plane), the 3D positions could be obtained. Thus, the slow segmenta-
tion step would become unnecessary, meaning the whole pipeline would
be faster. Even more important, any sample could be autonomously im-
aged after training the algorithm.
Among other processes, this pipeline could measure the spindle dynam-
ics in zebrafish embryos without nuclear marker. The spindles could be
detected and classified purely on the microtubule signal. As a first test, I
trained the CNN presented in this thesis purely with the images of spin-
dles and the network had a performance of F1 = 0.87 on unseen test data.
This shows that the microtubule channel would be sufficient for a reliable
classification of the cell state.
6 .2 further applications of the adaptive light sheet
microscope
I developed the presented adaptive light sheet microscope for autonomous
data acquisition of spindle dynamics in developing zebrafish embryos.
Here, I present how we plan to use this microscope to tackle the ques-
tion of mitotic spindle scaling in vivo.
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6 .2 .1 understanding spindle scaling in the zebrafish
early embryo
As discussed in Section 2.2.2, spindle size could be regulated by MT
length, MT number or a different MT organization. To differentiate these
mechanism for spindle scaling, it is crucial to measure the underlying
microtubule dynamics and how they change in differently sized spin-
dles.
Measurements by Elisa Rieckhoff (Brugués lab) indicate that microtubule
dynamics, except for the polymerization velocity, are constant in differ-
ently sized spindles in zebrafish embryos. In smaller spindles, the poly-
merization velocity decreases in zebrafish embryos, agreeing with mea-
surements in Caenorhabditis elegans and Paracentrotus lividus by Lacroix
et al. (2018). However, for bigger spindles, the polymerization velocity
plateaus. Since all other dynamic properties of MTs seem to be constant
throughout the range of studied spindles, there seem to be two differ-
ent scaling regimes. For small spindles, the spindle size seems to be de-
termined by the microtubule growth velocity, which in turn could be
controlled by a limited MAP (e. g. XMAP215). For bigger spindles, the
growth velocity seems to be independent of the spindle size. Thus, a
different mechanism needs to control the spindle scaling for those spin-
dles. We hypothesize that MT nucleation regulates the spindle size for
those bigger spindles (F. Decker et al., 2018). To support this hypothe-
sis, more single-molecule measurements are needed. We need to confirm
that other MT dynamics, such as lifetime, remain constant in differently
sized spindles. Therefore, we plan to use the autonomous data acquisi-
tion to measure single-molecule dynamics of differently sized spindles.
To this end, the microscope will zoom onto each cell in metaphase and
take fast 4D acquisitions of the molecule of interest. Performing these
measurements autonomously, we can get good statistics and even mea-
sure embryo-to-embryo variations.
Right now, the adaptive light sheet microscope requires a histone marker
for autonomous data acquisition. Thus, for an adaptive data acquisition
of single molecule dynamics, the molecule of interest (e. g. EB1 or labeled
tubulin) could either be injected into the transgenic zebrafish line with
a nuclear marker71 or it could be co-injected with labeled histones into
wildtype embryos (see Section 6.1.1).
6 .2 .2 adaptive laser ablation
As discussed in Section 2.1.1, large spindles are too dense to allow us
to resolve individual microtubules, however, spindle architecture can be
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measured using laser ablation. To this end, a depolymerization of mi-
crotubules can be induced by cutting microtubules with a high-intensity
laser. Analysis of the depolymerization wave from the cut reveals the
underlying microtubule architecture (Brugués et al., 2012; F. Decker et
al., 2018). For precise laser cuts of mitotic spindles in the developing ze-
brafish embryo, I have coupled a high-intensity, mode-locked Ti:Sapphire
laser72 into my setup. The laser was coupled into the detection objective
by a shortpass beamsplitter73. Lines in 3D could be cut by moving the
sample through the focus of the high-intensity laser.
Laser ablation of spindles in zebrafish embryos turned out to be challeng-
ing. The spindle orientation is crucial for the quality of laser cuts, but in
zebrafish embryos the spindles can be oriented in any orientation in 3D
relative to the detection objective. Additionally, many cuts are needed
to resolve the underlying microtubule organization for a single spindle
size. To measure whether the microtubule organization changes in differ-
ently sized spindles, this needs to repeated for the whole range of spindle
sizes.
The difficulty of finding well oriented spindles in a zebrafish embryo
and the high number of cuts needed to resolve the spindle architecture
are main hurdles, why spindle architecture in zebrafish embryos has not
been resolved yet. We will overcome these challenges, by automatizing
the laser ablation and dynamically orienting the sample in 3D before
cutting. This will enable us to determine the underlying microtubule
organization and test whether it changes in differently sized spindles.
6 .3 adaptive , multi-axis light sheet microscopy
The multi-axis light sheet microscope and the adaptive light sheet micro-
scope were developed in separate systems. Combining the two methods
in a single system, the sample orientation could be autonomously opti-
mized during the acquisition for optimal image quality throughout data
acquisition.
During acquisition, zebrafish embryos were typically embedded in their
chorion, which is the most physiological embedding technique. In its
chorion, the embryo was free to grow and turn. For time-lapse experi-
ments in the adaptive light sheet microscope, I typically chose embryos
oriented with the animal pole orthogonally to the tube axis such that the
animal pole could be rotated in front of the detection objective (Figure 6.1
a). However, embryos typically rotated with the animal pole upwards or
downwards (Figure 6.1 b). Even if the embryo was well oriented in the
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beginning of the experiment, the embryo was free to rotate in any direc-
tion. Thus, the embryo often turned downwards such that the detection
objective was facing the lateral side of the embryo (Figure 6.1 c). This
sample orientation impeded the imaging and no rotation about the tube
axis could bring the animal pole in front of the detection objective.
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Figure 6 .1 Adaptive, multi-axis light sheet microscope. (a,b) Maximum intensity pro-
jections of embedded zebrafish embryo in 4-cell stage (Tg(bactin:EGFP-DCX, bactin:H2B-
RFP), cyan: microtubule, red: nuclei). The one embryo was well oriented (a) whereas the
animal pole of the other embryo turned downwards (b). Scale bar, 200 µm. (c) Time-lapse
of an embryo imaged in the chorion turning away from the detection objective. Scale bar,
200 µm. (d) Scheme of the envisioned adaptive, multi-axis light sheet microscope orient-
ing the injected embryo such that animal pole is facing the detection objective.
Combining the adaptive light sheet microscope and the multi-axis light
sheet microscope, the embryo could be adaptively rotated in 3D such that
the embryo would be in the optimal orientation for data acquisition. The
required hardware for the multi-axis rotation, the tetrahedral magnet as-
sembly, could be integrated into the sample chamber of the adaptive light
sheet microscope and combined with the high-NA detection objective as
shown in Section 4.2.4.
For an autonomous adaptation of the sample orientation, the microscope
would need to measure the sample orientation. Within the autonomous
data acquisition pipeline, the positions of all cells are detected by seg-
menting the nuclei position. To determine the embryo orientation rela-
tive to the detection objective, a plane could be fitted through the nuclear
position (Figure 6.1 b) as a proxy for the sample orientation. Before the
data acquisition would start, the injected embryo could be oriented by
magnetic forces and by the rotational sample stage such that the fitted
plane is parallel to the xy-plane and the animal pole is facing the detec-
tion objective. Optimal orientation during the course of the experiment
would be controlled by an image-based feedback loop controlling the
electromagnets and rotational stage.
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This adaptive, multi-axis light sheet microscope would autonomously
adapt the detection scheme temporally and spatially as well as the sam-
ple orientation to obtain information-rich data with optimal image qual-
ity over the course of the experiment. The sample could be embedded as
physiological as possible and no constraints would perturb the zebrafish
embryo growth till hatching. This envisioned microscope would be an-
other step towards the gentle and smart microscope proposed by Scherf
and Huisken (2015).

Part IV
Methods

7S A M P L E H A N D L I N G
7 .1 handling of zebrafish
Zebrafish (Danio rerio) adults and embryos were handled according to
established protocols (Nüsslein-Volhard and Dham, 2002) and in accor-
dance with EU directive 2010/63/EU as well as the German Animal Wel-
fare Act.
7 .1 .1 transgenic zebrafish lines
All used transgenic zebrafish lines are listed in Table 7.1.
Table 7 .1 Transgenic zebrafish lines used in this thesis.
transgenic line labelled structure fluorophores reference
Tg(h2afva:h2afva-GFP) nuclei GFP Pauls et al. (2001)
Tg(bactin:H2B-RFP) nuclei RFP Matejcˇic´ et al. (2018)
Tg(kdrl:GFP) vasculature GFP Jin et al. (2005)
Tg(bactin:EGFP-DCX) microtubules GFP Distel et al. (2010)
Tg(bactin:EGFP-PCNA) nuclei EGFP
unpublished
(Norden lab, MPI-CBG)
Tg(bactin:utrophin-mCherry) actin cortex mCherry Compagnon et al. (2014)
Tg(bactin:GFP-utrophin) actin cortex GFP Behrndt et al. (2012)
double-transgenic lines
Tg(bactin:EGFP-DCX,
bactin:H2B-RFP)
microtubules,
nuclei
EGFP, RFP
created by Maximilian Krause
(Huisken lab, MPI-CBG)
Tg(bactin:EGFP-DCX,
bactin:utrophin-mCherry)
microtubules,
actin cortex
EGFP, mCherry
created by Elisa Rieckhoff
(Brugués lab, MPI-CBG)
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7 .1 .2 collection of embryos
Female and male adult zebrafish were put pairwise into mating chambers
in the evening. The fish were in the same chamber but separated by a
mesh such that the time of mating could be controlled. In the morning,
zebrafish were put together for mating. The fertilized eggs fell through a
net of the mating box, preventing the eggs to be eaten by the adults. The
eggs were collected and washed by holding the eggs in a tea sieve under
a stream of tank water. Washing of the eggs turned out to be crucial
when imaging the embryos in the chorion. After washing, the eggs were
transferred into petri-dishes with E3.
7 .1 .3 e3 fish medium
E3 stock medium was prepared at 60× stock. Therefore, 172 g of NaCl,
7.6 g of KCl, 29 g of CaCl2× 2H2O and 49 g of MgSO4 · 7H2O were dis-
solved in 10 l of distilled water (dH2O). The stock was kept in the fridge
and fresh 1× E3 was prepared regularly by diluting 160 ml of 60× E3 in
10 l of tank water.
7 .1 .4 mounting of zebrafish embryos for imaging
Two different mounting approaches namely embedding in FEP tubes as
well as embedding in a glass capillary (agarose column) were used in this
thesis.
In glass capillaries Zebrafish embryos were embedded in 1.0 % LMA74.
The embryos was transfered to liquid agarose kept at 37 ◦C and sucked
into a glass capillary75 with a Teflon-coated plunger76. After solidifica-
tion, the agarose embedded specimens were extruded from the glass cap-
illary for imaging.
In FEP tubes Zebrafish embryos were embedded in FEP tubes similar
to the protocol described in Kaufmann et al. (2012). The cleaned and
straightened FEP tubes were rinsed with E3. The embryos were placed
in E3 or 1.0 % LMA agarose and drawn in the FEP tube. The zebrafish
embryos in the chorion were either embedded in small (inner diameter
1.0 mm, outer diameter 1.6 mm) FEP tubes in E3 or in larger (inner di-
ameter 1.6 mm, outer diameter 2.4 mm) FEP tubes in 1.0 % LMA. In the
small FEP tubes, the inner diameter (1.0 mm) was slightly smaller than
the chorion (~1.2 mm) to prevent the fish from being pulled out of the
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tube by magnetic forces applied during the multi-axis light sheet micro-
scope experiments. In the larger tubes, the embryos were held by the so-
lidified agarose. In the larger tubes, one to three embryos were typically
embedded in a single FEP tube to select the best in the microscope.
Embedding in the FEP was easier and the FEP tube stabilized the agarose
column holding the sample. Embedding in the agarose column was a bit
more challenging as the agarose concentration needed to be fine tuned
such that the agarose column was stable but did impede the imaging as
little as possible. The agarose column was less stable than the FEP tube
but the imaging was not perturbed by the FEP tube.
7 .1 .5 fep tube preparation
Straightening To straighten the FEP tubes they were inserted into steel
tubes with an inner diameter matching the outer diameter of the FEP
tube. The tubes were heated to 180 ◦C for 2 h in an autoclave and cooled
at room temperature for at least 5 h.
Cleaning Straightened FEP tubes were flushed 2× with 1 M NaOH us-
ing a syringe, a filter77 and a needle. The flushed tubes were transfered
into a Falcon tube filled with 0.5 M NaOH and sonicated at 30 ◦C for
10 min. The tubes were then flushed with ddH2O and 70 % EtOH. The
tubes were transfered again into a Falcon tube, this time containing 70 %
EtOH and sonicated at 30 ◦C for 10 min. The cleaned tubes were flushed
once with ddH2O and stored in ddH2O until they were used.
7 .1 .6 injections of zebrafish embryos with magnetic beads
For the multi-axis rotation experiments, magnetic beads were washed
and injected as described in Section A.2.1. In brief, superparamagnetic
beads 78 with a diameter of 2.8 µm were injected with standard glass
needles into the yolk of the zebrafish embryo. To avoid dispersion of
beads, injections were performed at very low pressure (5–10 psi) and long
injection duration (100–150 ms). Typically, a volume of about 1 nl of a
5 mg ml−1 bead solution was injected for rotation of the embryo.
7 .1 .7 imaging of zebrafish larva
For imaging the rotation of injected zebrafish larvae, the embryos were
treated with 0.2mM 1-phenyl 2-thiourea at 24 hpf to inhibit melanogen-
esis. During imaging on the stereoscope, the larvae were anaesthetized
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with 200 mg l−1 Tricaine and embedded inside glass capillaries in E3 con-
taining 200 mg l−1 Tricaine.
7 .2 handling of fixed samples
7 .2 .1 mouse embryo
Mouse embryos were provided fixed and stained by Isabell Büttner 79.
Wildtype mouse embryos were dissected out of the mother’s uterus on
embryonic day E15.5 and transferred in PBS. They were immediately
fixed in 95 % ethanol and stained with Alizarin red. The embryos were
cleared afterwards in KOH overnight and transferred to a glycerol ethanol
solution (1:1) for storage, following the protocol by Rigueur and Lyons
(2014).
For imaging, the embryos were placed in PBS to remove the glycerol
ethanol solution and embedded in a 1.5 % LMA sphere along with a mag-
netic agarose sphere using the custom-built spherical injection mold.
7 .2 .2 shrimp
Artemia spec. were fixed in PFA at 4 ◦C for 12 h. For imaging, each embryo
was embedded in a 1.5 % LMA sphere along with a magnetic agarose
sphere using the custom-built hemispherical mold.
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Instrumente, Germany
81 8892-K-M, New Focus,
USA
82 Zyla 5.5, sCMOS with
2560 x 2160 px, 6.5 µm px
size, chip size:
16.6× 14.0 mm, 21.8 mm
diagonal, Andor, United
Kingdom
83 Software Develoment
Kit, Andor, United
Kingdom
84 8892-K-M, New Focus,
USA
85 488 nm, Coherent
Sapphire laser 488-30
CDRH, Coherent, USA
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8 .1 multi-axis light sheet microscope : design and
software
8 .1 .1 microscope design
The system was built using custom-designed and commercial available
parts. The whole setup was designed in SolidWorks. A technical draw-
ing (Figure A.1) and a parts list (Table A.1) can be found in the Ap-
pendix A.
8 .1 .2 microscope control software
The microscope control software was written in LabView. A screen shot
of the control software is shown in Figure 8.1.
The software controlled the translational stages80, the flipper mirror81
and the camera82 by the Andor SDK83. The acquired images were streamed
to the live view or saved as 16 bit .raw stacks.
For taking a z-stack, the sample was moved through the light sheet. The
direction of the sample illumination was controlled via a flipper mirror
84. To create a stack illuminated from both sides, the sample was moved
through the light sheet illuminating the sample from the left. Moved back
to the start position and moved again through the light sheet this time
illuminating the sample from the right. To synchronize the two stacks,
the start of the motor movement was triggered by the camera. The user
could set the camera acquisition speed and the z-spacing. The velocity of
the translational linear motor to move for the sample chamber through
the light sheet and for the objective to correct for the changed optical path
was calculated accordingly.
As the single wavelength laser line 85 could not be remotely controlled
the sample chamber was simply moved out of the light sheet to avoid
photodamage when the sample was not imaged.
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F igure 8 .1 User interface of the multi-axis light sheet microscope control software.
86 QL355P, Aim-TTi,
United Kingdom
8 .1 .3 control of electromagnets
The electromagnets were held by the sample chamber and oriented in a
tetrahedral geometry. The magnets were inserted such that they could
neither collide with the objectives nor interfere with imaging. The ap-
plied current was remotely controlled via a programmable power supply
86. To apply the current onto different electromagnets a manual switch
with four outputs was used. The current could be split between two elec-
tromagnets and the ratio could be varied by a manual potentiometer.
8 .1 .4 time-lapse imaging
For recording a multi-axis stack the injected zebrafish embryo was ori-
ented within its chorion towards the detection objective by using the four
electromagnets. Before recording a stack, the magnet was switched off to
avoid any deformations by the applied force. Switching off resulted in a
slight reorientation in a new settle position. After a few seconds, when
the embryo had settled in its new resting position, a 3D-stack of the em-
bryo was acquired. To capture the time-lapse data, the injected embryo
was oriented by applying magnetic forces and by rotating the sample
tube to watch key events during development from the respective opti-
mal orientation. For acquiring time-lapse data a time-interval could be
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Bandpass,Chroma, USA
set and the control software automatically acquired a new z-stack, when
the set time-interval passed.
8 .2 filter and used laser lines
The multi-axis setup was equipped with a single color laser 87 unit. A
single band pass filter88 was used to block the excitation light and filter
the fluorophore emission (Figure 8.2).
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F igure 8 .2 Laser and emission filter spectra of the multi-axis light sheet microscope.
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8 .3 adaptive light sheet microscope : design and
software
8 .3 .1 microscope design
The system was built using custom-designed and commercial available
parts. The whole setup was designed in SolidWorks. A technical drawing
(Figure B.1) and a parts list (Table B.1) can be found in the Appendix B.
8 .3 .2 microscope control software
The microscope was controlled by custom written LabView 89 software.
The architecture of the control software was based on the scalable event
handler design pattern to handle the user interaction. A screen shot of the
control software is shown in Figure 8.3. The Pockels cell, the zoom, the
filter wheel and the camera were controlled and synchronized using the
LabView interface. The camera90 settings and acquisition were controlled
by the Andor SDK91.
The acquired images were streamed to the live view or saved as 16 bit
.raw stacks. The laser intensities were set with the commercial Omicron
control software92. To trigger the different laser lines the camera trigger
was combined using an AND gate93 with a digital signal created by a
DAQ device94. Setting the digital signal the emission of the different laser
units could be controlled.
8 .3 .3 data acquisition
Two to three embryos were embedded either in an FEP tube or in an
agarose column. In the microscope the embryo with the best orientation
and the best labeling was chosen. The embryo was positioned by the
three translational stages95 and oriented by the rotational motor96 such
that the animal pole was facing the detection objective if possible. Tak-
ing a classification stack the z-range was chosen such that all blastomeres
were captured. The magnification was typically set such that the whole
embryo were in the field of view. The embryo was moved with a con-
stant speed along z and sequentially illuminated from the left and the
right side. The excited fluorescence was detected with a high NA immer-
sion objective. The data was acquired as 16 bit .raw stacks and saved on
the disk.
For an autonomous data acquisition, the .raw stack was opened by using
a custom-written code in Cython (Behnel et al., 2011), a Python extension
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97 Omicron LightHUB-4
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Omicron, Germany
98 FW102C, Thorlabs,
Germany
99 525/50 ET Bandpass,
Chroma, USA
100 617/73 BrightLine
HC,Semrock, USA
101 731/137 BrightLine HC,
Semrock, USA
for compiling the Python code to C. The stack illuminated from two sides
was fused. The fused stack was saved as .tif stacks. The fused data of the
histone channel was filtered and segmented and the extracted centroids
were saved in a .csv file. The centroids were used to crop the 3D stack
into smaller 3D stacks with a fixed margin around the extracted nuclear
positions. Maximum intensity projections (32 x 32 px)of the extracted
stacks were created and used as an input for the CNN. Depending on
the classification mode, a trained model was loaded and either only the
histone or the histone and the microtubule channel were used as input for
the CNN. The output of the CNN was saved in a .csv file. Depending on
the classification, the Python script gave an output to the LabView control
software to either take another classification stack after a certain time
or start the data acquisition. After the data acquisition, the microscope
waited for a predefined time and took another classification stack.
8 .4 filter and used laser lines
The adaptive light sheet microscope was equipped with a multi-color
laser engine 97. The different fluorophores were excited sequentially. A
filter wheel 98 equipped with three different emission filter 99 100 101 was
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used to filter the excited fluorescence. The used laser lines and the spectra
of the detection filter are depicted in Figure 8.4 a.
In this work the 405 nm laser was not used. Thus, the filter wheel was
not equipped with a corresponding emission filter for this laser line but
another filter could be easily added to the filter wheel. In this work, the
488 nm and 561 nm were used predominantly for exciting green (GFP)
and red fluorophores (RFP, mCherry) (Figure 8.4 b,c).
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Figure 8 .4 Laser and emission filter spectra of the adaptive light sheet microscope. (a)
Laser lines and emission filter of the adaptive light sheet microscope. (b,c) Laser, emission
filter and spectra for imaging GFP and RFP, respectively.
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9I M A G E A N A LY S I S
9 .1 image data processing and processing
9 .1 .1 basic visualization
Basic image data operations such as a first data inspection, contrast adap-
tation or creation of maximum intensity projection from 3D stacks were
performed using Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012).
9 .1 .2 image analysis and data processing
More advanced image analysis operations were performed in MATLAB102
and mostly in Python103. The microscope control software saved the ac-
quired image data as .raw stacks. For analysis, these acquired .raw stacks
were opened with a custom-written Python script using the Cython ex-
tension (Behnel et al., 2011) for faster opening. The opened image stacks
illuminated from two sides were fused with a linear blend in the center
using array operations from the NumPy package (Oliphant, 2006). The
image data calculations such as normalization, maximum intensity pro-
jection calculations along different axes were performed using the array
operations from NumPy (Oliphant, 2006) and SciPy package 104. Image
analysis as filtering of image stacks or threshold calculation and seg-
mentation were performed using the scikit package for image processing
(Walt et al., 2014). The fused stacks were saved as .tiff files using the tifffile
package105. For visualization of the obtained results the Python matplotlib
extension was used (Hunter, 2007).
All the numerical results were either saved and loaded using the pandas
package (McKinney, 2010) as .csv files or as pickle files using the Python
pickle module.
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9 .1 .3 local entropy calculations as a measure of the
image quality
Image quality calculations (Figure 4.15 d) have been performed by Rory
M. Power (Huisken lab) using Python. The image quality of the 3D stack
was determined plane by plane. The maximum projection of the image
stack was calculated and the background intensity was determined by
taking 100 x 100 pixel sub-images at the four image corners. In each
of these sub-images the mean and standard deviation was determined,
whereby the size of the sub-images was chosen such that they did not in-
tersect with the embryo throughout the entire stack. For each sub-image,
the sum of the mean intensity and three times the standard deviation
was calculated. The highest threshold was chosen to determine the back-
ground intensity threshold. The sum of mean intensity and three times
the standard deviation was used to account for slight changes in the
background across the image. Assuming that the noise was Gaussian
distributed, >99.7 % of true background pixels should have intensities
below this threshold. Applying this threshold to each image, the fore-
ground mask was produced.
As a measure of image quality the local entropy of each image was cal-
culated using a 5-pixel radius disk matching the size of a single cell to
define the local environment. The entropy of each pixel was a measure of
its information content relative to the local environment. Sharp features
with high contrast provide a higher entropy than blurred regions. To cal-
culate the image quality the masked entropy was summed for the entire
image and normalized by the number of foreground pixels.
To find the boundary of the fish, defining the zero depth position, the
Otsu threshold method was applied to the maximum intensity projection.
The Otsu method delivered a lowest intensity threshold, that we could,
with confidence, state arose from the overlap of the light sheet center
(along the detection axis, z) with the embryo. In each stack, the image for
which any pixel intensity was above this threshold was determined to be
the boundary of the fish z = 0. It is worth noting that the embryo became
visible prior to this image but that this signal arose from the lower inten-
sity Gaussian tails inefficiently illuminating the embryo. Other planes
containing no pixels higher than this threshold were omitted from the
entropy analysis, notably the multi-axis data at large depths.
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9 .2 machine learning and cnn programming
9 .2 .1 graphical user interface
For the manual annotation of the training data, a graphical user interface
(GUI) was written in Python using the Qt framework 106. The image data
was loaded using the tifffile package107 and the results were saved and
loaded using the pandas package (McKinney, 2010) as .csv files.
9 .2 .2 machine learning algorithms and feature
extraction
Features from the segmented nuclear masks were extracted either using
MATLAB 108 or in Python using the scikit-image package (Walt et al., 2014).
To classify the nuclei based on the extracted feature a multi-class support
vector machine (SVM) 109 was used. As a second classifier, a Random
Forrest classifier was written in Python using the scikit-learn package (Pe-
dregosa et al., 2011).
9 .2 .3 convolutional neural networks
The CNN was written in Python using the Keras (Chollet, 2015) and
TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2016) extension. The CNN was composed of
five convolutional layer and two dense layer. Each convolutional layer
was followed by a ReLU activation, which is the most commonly used
activation function these days (Glorot et al., 2011; Hahnloser et al., 2000).
A detailed summary of the CNN architecture is shown in Figure 9.1.
To train and test the network, the training data was splitted into train-
ing, validation and test data using scikit-learn package. The input images
had a size of 32 x 32 px with three layer since the CNNs are optimized
for RGB images. For training only on the histone data, the same maxi-
mum intensity projection ofs histone data was concatenated three times.
For training on histone and microtubule data, two maximum intensity
projection of the histone data and one maximum intensity projection of
the microtubule were concatenated. To improve the generalization of the
model, the training data was augmented. The images were rotated in-
crementally up to 180°, shifted, flipped and zoomed in 100–120 % using
the Keras data image preprocessing suite. In total the CNN had 149,093
trainable parameter. The CNN was trained on a GPU 110 on the high per-
formance computing cluster of the MPI-CBG. Training the CNN with a
sample size of 2640 and data augmentation took less than 10 min.
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Figure 9 .1 CNN summary output with the five convolutional layer (Conv2D) and
two dense layer (Dense) showing the shape of the output from each layer (Output shape)
and the number of trainable parameter for each layer (Param #).
Part V
Appendix

AA P P E N D I X : M U LT I - A X I S L I G H T S H E E T
M I C R O S C O P E
A.1 parts list and technical drawing
A list of the used parts is shown in Table A.1 and a technical drawings
of the multi-axis light sheet microscope in Figure A.1.
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Table A.1 Parts list of the multi-axis light sheet microscope.
component product name manufacturer
excitation
laser
Coherent Sapphire,
488-30 CDRH, 488 nm
Coherent
motorized
flipper mount
8892-K-M New Focus
mirror BB1-E02 Thorlabs
telescope 1 (lens 1) AC254-040-A Thorlabs
telescope 1 (lens 2) AC254-200-A Thorlabs
cylindrical lenses ACY254-050-A Thorlabs
scan lens AC254-050-A Thorlabs
tube lens AC254-075-A Thorlabs
illumination lenses AC254-060-A Thorlabs
LED CCS TH-27/27-SW Stemmer imaging
detection
objective
XLFLUOR 4×,
0.28 NA, WD 29.6 mm
Olympus
band pass filter ET525/50 M Chroma
tube lens AC254-300-A Thorlabs
sCMOS camera Zyla 5.5 Andor
sample chamber / holder
motor for
sample scanning
M111.1DG Physik Instrumente
motor for
objective scanning
M111.1DG Physik Instrumente
sample chamber 3D-printed
electromagnets
bobbin
custom-built,
Teflon
core
custom-built,
HyMu 80 alloy
National
Electronic alloys
windings
Insulated copper wire, 357-738,
inner diameter 0.4 mm
RS Pro
power supply for electromagnets
programmable
power supply
QL355P Aim-TTi
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ba
camera
laser
flip mirror
motorized
detection objective
tube lens
telescope 1
telescope 2
cylindrical
lens
motorized sample chamber
w/ tetrahedral 
electromagnet assembly
illumination 
lens
F igure A.1 Technical drawing of the multi-axis light sheet microscope. (a) Top view of the multi-axis light sheet
microscope. (b) Side view of the multi-axis light sheet microscope.
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A.2 protocols for sample preparation
A.2 .1 washing and injection of superparamagnetic beads
Step 1: Washing the beads 10 µl of the stock bead solution (10 mg/ml)
were put in an Eppendorf tube. A permanent magnet close to the tube
was used to clump the beads and the remaining solution was removed
using a pipette. The beads were re-suspended in 20 µl of distilled water.
This process was repeated twice before injecting the diluted bead solu-
tion (5 mg/ml) into the embryo.
Step 2: Microinjection Injections were performed using a micro-injector
and injection needles. The opening of the needle was adjusted such that
it is not too small for the beads to come out as well as not too large to
damage the embryo. The injected beads could in principle cause shad-
owing artifacts. This problem is negligible since the beads are injected
into the opaque yolk, which one should avoid anyway when imaging.
The embryos were injected between 2.5 hpf and 4 hpf and the injection
needle was inserted from either the vegetal pole or the lateral side. For a
sufficient torque, beads were deposited close to the yolk membrane. An
extremely low pressure (~10 psi) and long injection duration (~150 ms)
were used for the injections in order to avoid dispersion of beads in the
yolk. Since the beads sank to the tip of the needle and changed the con-
centration of the bead solution, the pressure had to be increased for some
injections ( 45 psi) to prevent blocking of the needle. Superparamagnetic
beads were used, exhibiting magnetic properties only in the presence
of a magnetic field (Neumann and Nurse, 2007) since no residual force
should be present in the sample after orientation. Beads with a diame-
ter of 2.8 µm were used, which allowed for a rotation of the sample with
moderate magnetic fields without translation of the beads within the ze-
brafish chorion. A volume of 1 nl bead solution corresponding to about
15 ng of beads or about 1000 beads was injected and sufficient to rotate
the embryo without damaging the fish.
Step 3: Aggregation of injected beads After injecting the beads, a strong
constant magnetic field was applied with a permanent magnet to attract
and clump the beads. This aggregation of beads preserved the single
beads from translating through the yolk and eases the rotation.
Step 4a: Embedding zebrafish embryo for SPIM experiments The zebrafish
embryo in E3 buffer was sucked up into an FEP tube with a syringe. To
prevent the embryo from being pulled out of the tube the embryo was
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either embedded in E3 in a tube with an inner tube diameter (1.0 mm),
which is a bit smaller than the zebrafish chorion (1.2 mm) or in a bigger
tube (inner diameter 1.6 mm) in 1.0 % LMA (Sigma). In both cases the
embryo (0.8 mm) was still free to move within its chorion.
Step 4b: Embedding zebrafish larvae (5 dpf) for epi-fluorescence microscope ex-
periments The fish larva with 200 mg/l Tricaine (Sigma) in E3 was sucked
into a glass capillary and could be exposed to the magnetic field to rotate
it about its anterior-posterior axis.
A.2 .2 agarose sphere embedding of samples
Step 1: Designing the mold with hemispherical wells A mold with hemi-
spherical wells of different diameters was created by milling with a ball
nose cutter into a piece of Teflon.
Step 2a: Preparing magnetic hemispheres 40 µl of the stock bead solution
(10 mg/ml) was put in an Eppendorf tube. A permanent magnet was
brought close to the tube to clump the beads, and the remaining solution
was removed using a pipette. The beads were re-suspended in 20 µl of
2 % LMA. Using a micropipette, we created 0.5–1 µl droplets of agarose
with magnetic beads on a sheet of parafilm. The spheres solidified after
a few minutes and transferred to an Eppendorf tube and stored in water
at 4 ◦C.
Step 2b: Preparing magnetic bead spheres The agarose mix was created as
for the preparation of the hemispheres. The liquid agarose and magnetic
beads mix was pipetted into stirring mineral oil. The size of the agarose
beads could be tuned by the stirring speed and by the size of the pipette
tip. To decrease the agarose sphere size, the pipette tip was placed into
the stirring oil such that the agarose drop is ripped of the tip by the
stirring oil. Depending on the needed size the magnetic agarose spheres
were filtered by a tea sieve or a finer sieve. The spheres were washed in
the sieve to remove remaining mineral oil and transferred to an Eppen-
dorf tube. The beads were stored in water at 4 ◦C.
Step 3: Sample embedding 1.5 % LMA was pipetted into the hemispherical
mold of appropriate size such that the hemisphere is filled with one-third
volume of the final sphere (choose a well slightly larger than the sample
size). After the agarose was partially set, the sample, a mouse embryo
for instance, was placed on the agarose along with one magnetic agarose
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sphere next to it. The magnetic beads should be positioned such that they
do not interfere with the imaging. Once placed correctly, more agarose
was pipetted on top such that it formed a dome, giving rise to a sphere of
desired size. For creating spheres larger than 2 mm, tip of the pipette was
held in contact with the dome for a minute. This ensures uniformity of
the sphere. For samples requiring an agarose sphere bigger as 10 mm in
diameter, a spherical injection mold was used because the surface tension
of the agarose was not sufficient to form the upper hemisphere. Once so-
lidified, the sphere was removed from the mold using forceps/spatula.
The sphere was examined under the microscope to ensure that both the
sample as well as magnetic sphere are properly encased by the surround-
ing agarose sphere. The agarose spheres were kept with the embedded
sample in water/PBS to prevent drying.
Step 4: Imaging The samples embedded in agarose spheres could be im-
aged on an upright microscope by placing the sphere in a slightly larger
well in the hemispherical mold. They could also be imaged on a SPIM
setup by placing the agarose sphere with the sample in an FEP tube with
an agarose plug for support. In both cases, care should be taken that the
agarose sphere is submerged in water to reduce friction and can be easily
rotated using permanent/electro-magnets.
BA P P E N D I X : A D A P T I V E L I G H T S H E E T
M I C R O S C O P E
B.1 parts list and technical drawing
A list of the used parts is shown in Table B.1 and a technical drawing of
the adaptive light sheet microscope in Figure B.1.
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Table B.1 Parts list of the adaptive light sheet microscope.
component product name manufacturer
excitation
laser
LightHUB with
405, 488, 561 and 647 nm
Omicron
objective
10× Zeiss LSFM, NA 0.2,
WD 16.45 mm (air)
Zeiss
mirror BB1-E02 Thorlabs
Pockels cell M350-105
tabConoptics
telescope 1 (lens 1) AC254-050-A Thorlabs
telescope 1 (lens 2) AC254-150-A Thorlabs
beamsplitter cube PBS251 Thorlabs
half-wave plate AHWP05M-600 Thorlabs
telescope 2 (lens 1) AC254-050-A Thorlabs
telescope 2 (lens 2) AC254-75-A Thorlabs
cylindrical lenses ACY254-050-A Thorlabs
scan lens AC254-075-A Thorlabs
tube lens AC254-050-A Thorlabs
LED CCS TH-27/27-SW Stemmer imaging
detection
objective 1
CFI75 LWD 16xW,
16×, 0.8 NA, WD 3 mm Nikon
objective 2
CFI75 Apochromat 25XC,
25×, 1.1 NA, WD 2 mm Nikon
zoom
Fetura Advanced Zoom
Lens System
Qioptiq
relay lens AC254-080-A Thorlabs
piezo tip/tilt mirror S-334.2SL Physik Instrumente
filter wheel FW102C Thorlabs
band pass filter 525/50 ET Bandpass Chroma
617/73 BrightLine HC Semrock
731/137 BrightLine HC Semrock
tube lens AC254-150-A Thorlabs
sCMOS camera Zyla 4.2 PLUS sCMOS Andor
sample chamber / holder
3-axis translational stage 3x M111.1DG Physik Instrumente
rotational motor M-660.45 Physik Instrumente
sample chamber Zeiss Z1 sample chamber Zeiss
sample holder Zeiss Z1 sample holder Zeiss
control electronics USB 6001 National Instruments
laser ablation
dichroic mirror T750SPXRXT Chroma
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b
a
relay lens
scan lens
tube lens
scan lens
mSPIM 
mirror
telescope 1
mSPIM
mirror
cylindrical
lens
camera
tube lens
zoom
scan mirror
laser
Pockels cell
beam splitter
halfwave
plate
telescope 2
horizontal
slit
vertical 
slit
horizontal slit
sample
holder
chamber w/
objectives
relay lens scan mirrortube lens
zoom
rotation stage,
sample holder
laser
Pockels cell
translational
stages
cylindrical
lens
F igure B.1 Technical drawing of the adaptive light sheet microscope. (a) Side view showing the beam path on
5 inch and 4 inch height (b) Top view of the adaptive light sheet microscope.
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